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BBC 6 BANDS A WEEK, NO VOCALS
HINT ALARMS PROFESSION

Philips disc co.

to take over
U.S. Columbia
AS exclusively announced

in last week's MELODY
MAKER, severance of the
long-standing association
between the American
Columbia record company
and British Columbia is
imminent.

A completely new arrange-
ment, which is being finalised
as we close for press, means that
the entire American Columbia
catalogue will be taken over at
the end of 1952 by Messrs.
Ph'lips Phonographic Company
(a branch of the famous Philips
Electrical concern), of Baarn,
Holland.

On Wednesday this week an
official of the PMhos Company
made the following statement to
the MELODY MAKER :

(Continued on page 7, col. 5)

Ellington 4 first
jazz on Dutch TV
The Ray Ellington Quartet is

to climax its Christmas visit to
Holland with a television appear-
ance, becoming the first jazz or
dance outfit to relay on Dutch
TV.

In addition to their other book-
ings, the Ellington boys will
double the Avifauna on Christ-
mas Day and Boxing Day. They
will not now, however, appear
at the Rotterdam Jazz Festival
on December 30.

The first date of the tour-
December 22 at Kurhaus, Sche-
veningen-will see the Quartet
playing opposite the Dutch
Swing College Orchestra and
Negro pianist Don Gais.

Bandleaders, music publishers
hold emergency meetings

A" STATE of emergency " has been declared in every
branch of the business following unsubstantiated

lay Press announcements which, if true, will constitute
the severest blow the profession has ever received.

It has been stated that the BBC, as part of its economy
measures early in 1952, would be cutting down broadcasts
of dance music from 28 to six per week. It has also been
said that any evening dance band performances that do
take place will be devoid of all special announcements and

all vocals.
The MELODY MAKER is able to

state that for the moment this
devastating news is not official.
So far, the BBC Press Depart-
ment has maintained a com-
plete silence. Mr. Jim David-
son, BBC Dance Music Chief,
told the " MM " this week :

' Not so black'
" As an official of the Cor-

poration I cannot possibly
make any statement. I can,
however, tell you that the posi-
tion is not so black as was at
first supposed, and I have the
strongest hopes that the dis-
turbance of normal procedure
will be considerably less than
some quarters have antici-
pated."

The whole profession is pro-
foundly uneasy as we close for

(Continued on page 7, col. 3)

JIMMY McHUGH IN
ROYAL SHOW

Famous U.S. songsmith
jimmy McHugh hit Town
last Wednesday to appear
with Frank Sinatra and other
stars before Royalty at the
London Coliseum " mid-
night matinee" on Monday in
aid of the National Playing

Fields Association.

BURNS 6 LEAVE FOR MEDITERRANEAN

Tito Burns with his sextet and supporting artists were photo-
graphed by the " MM " at Southend Airport on November 29,

when they flew to Malta for their Mediterranean CSE tour.

Josh White and his daughter
sang a duet for friends
shortly before 12 -year -old
Beverly left London Airport
last Friday to return to the
States. On Monday Josh flew
to Paris with Sam Gary. Josh
goes on to Italy. where he
gives a series of concerts
from December 10 to 21. He
returns to the U.S. for Christ-
mas. Before leaving London
all three completed record-
ings for Charles Chilton's
next " Glory Road" series.

Jack Parnell to tour
all-star 14 -piece

JACK PARNELL has turned down a big London club offer
to take an all-star 14 -piece on the road early next

month: His policy will be " rhythm for dancing, with a new
sound and an exciting beat."

Personnel will be much the
same as Jack's present line-up
in the Prince of Wales show.
" Fancy Free," which closes on
December 15. The sound will
not be dissimilar to that
created by the Parnell band at
this year's Jazz Jamboree.

First appearance of the new
band will be at Wimbledon
Palais on January 15.

Interviewed backstage at the
PoW on Tuesday, Jack told the
MELODY MAKER : " It was my
band's reception at the Jam-
boree which decided me to take
this course. I think that by

(Continued on page 6, col. 4)

Three changes in
Parry's Albany 6
Three changes are imminent

in Harry Parry's Sextet at the
Albany Club.

To replace drummer Danny
Craig-who has gone to Nairobi
with Bob Navarro-Harry has
engaged Cyril Sherman, who
starts next Monday. On the
same day guitarist Bobby Coram
steps in to replace Jimmy Mack.

The following week pianist
Alan Clare is giving up the piano
chair, purely as the result of ill -
health, which makes it impera-
tive for him to take a position
with shorter hours. Alan will be
going to the Studio Club, and
Tommy Watts-now at the
Studio-will join Harry Parry
as pianist on Monday week.

SHEARING, KENTON STILL
THE results of the 1951 " Down

Beat " Poll, announced this
week, show only two changes in
first placings. Les Paul has

Loss looks back
over 21 years

Joe Loss will look back over
his 21 years as a bandleader
when he broadcasts with his
band next Monday (10.20-11 p.m.,
L.). He did a similar review-
without the band-when he was
interviewed in TV's " Picture
Page " last Wednesday.

To complete a trio of tele-radio
dates, Joe relays with his band
for a half-hour show on TV next
Wednesday (12th).

jumped from third place in the
guitar section to displace Billy
Bauer, and June Christy has left
the premier spot for band vocal-
ists to Lucy Ann Polk, being
voted fourth as a solo singer.

Stan Kenton again wins the
band division by a substantial
lead over Les Brown. The
George Shearing Quintet, once
again small -combo winners, are
also placed among the first ten
in the King of Corn category.

Tatum's rise
Billy Williams' video quartet,

thirteenth in the vocal group
section last year, climb into
second place after the Mills
Brothers.

Louis Armstrong, Tommy
Dorsey and Lee Konitz have

TOPS IN U.S.
dropped second places in the
instrumental sections - Louis
and Konitz to fourth; Dorsey to
fifth.

Art Tatum has risen from
twelfth to fifth among the
pianists and drummer Buddy

ich has dropped from second to
fourth. (Full results next week.)

GRAHAM LOSES BALL
Cliff Ball is leaving Kenny

Graham's Afro -Cubists, with
whom he has played since the
band's inception. He plays his
final dates with the group this
week.

Cliff wants to stay in Town
and freelance. " The recent ad-
dition to my family is the main
reason," he says.

JOSH & BEVERLY

IN AIRPORT DUET

JOE FERRIE TO
LEAVE GERALDO

TROMBONIST and singer Joe
Ferrie leaves Gerald() on

December 15 after being with
the band for 11 years.

His place will be taken by Don
Lusher, who leaves Jack Par-
nell's Orchestra when the run
of " Fancy Free " terminates at
the end of next week.

Joe Ferrie leaves partly in
order to concentrate on his
music -publishing interests. He
runs the Ideal Music Co. in
Denmark -street.

It can now also be revealed
that Joe partners Wally Fryer in
the strict -tempo records waxed
under Fryer's name for Decca.

THE

RABIN AGENCY
Wish to announce the exclusive representation

of the following artistes and ballrooms
OSCAR RABIN hind BAND

KEN MACKINTOSH ORCHESTRA
TREVOR BROOKES7,1 ORCHESTRA

DON SMITH 7,7:' MUSIC
also

PALMS DE DANSE
WIMBLEDON

CORONATION BALLROOM
RAMSGATE

SEABURN HALL
SUNDERLAND

MAJESTIC BALLROOM
READING

BATHS HALL
LEYTON

All communications

DAVID RABIN Rabin
Telephone TEMPLE

SAMSON AND HERCULES
BALLROOM. NORWICH

PALAIS DE DANSE
LOWESTOFT

WINTER GARDENS
MALVERN

MAJESTIC BALLROOM
SWINDON

JAMES CARR CIRCUIT
IRELAND

Agency, 30 Gloucester Mansions,
Cambridge Circus, W.C.2

BAR 2816-7-8
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The TUXEDO
for You!

immaculately styled and tailored

12 Gns. TAX FREE

DRESS SHIRT
collar attached

39'G TAX FREE
Visit our new Store and see the
extensive range of ready-to-wear
suits, fashioned by the leading
Stylist of London and New York,
overcoats, raincoats, sports jackets,
shirts and hosiery.
Suits 34 to 50 inch chest, in one
hundred different fittings.

Smart &Weston Between
Shaftesbury Av.

and
Coventry St.

32-32a WARDOUR STREET, PICCADILLY. W.1
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If a certain lay Press newspaper report last week was true...,

THE story, printed last
week in the national

Press,, that the BBC in-
tended to cut down dance
music broadcasts from 28
weekly to six would, if true,
be the greatest disaster ever
to threaten the industry

Not only would it deal a
mortal blow to dance bands,
but also, in its turn, to the
music publishers, instrument
makers and dealers, recording
companies, dance halls, radio
manufacturers and the multi-
tudinous interests which,
directly or indirectly, derive
an income from popular music.

The excuse of economy would
cut very little ice with the
masses of people who derive
genuine enjoyment and relaxa-
tion from listening to dance
bands.

It has unfortunately been
proved on numerous occasions

Dance music is facing its
biggest disaster

that the celestial figures who
direct the higher policy of the
BBC are not only unsympathetic
to the modern manifestations of
popular dance music, but are, if
anything, very much antipathetic
-as may be proved by their atti-
tude towards it over the last
decade or more.

In the early and middle 'thirties
dance music held great sway on
our broadcast programmes. Dance
band leaders had complete free-
dom in their choice of material
and the presentation of it.

During the few years imme-
diately preceding the war, how-
ever, officialdom started to take
a hand, and we saw the begin-
nings of restrictive rules and a
tightening -up of air -time avail-
ability.

With the advent of the war, It
became imperative to raise the
morale of the public in every way

TV CRITIC ' SCANNER' WRITES

An answer to Nat Allen
NAT ALLEN'S article, " At The

End of Round 1," last week,
must have greatly gratified the
TV executives and producers.

But whether everyone else is
likely to be equally gratified is
another question.

THIS IS IT ! !

THE ONLY AUTHENTIC BOOK ON

SQUARE
DANCING
OVER 100 CALLS, PHOTOS

AND INSTRUCTIONS, Etc.

Compiled and Edited by

LES GOTCH ER
11 orld's champion Caller and
Capitol Recording Artist.

With this book it is impossible
to go wrong, all calls are
shown complete with instruc-
tions.

DO -SA -DO, ALIMAND,
SASHAY, Etc., Etc.

For Dancing Schools and Callers
1.1.A3 ga

PRICE - 5/ -

CAMPBELL CONNELLY & CO. LTD.
10, DENMARK IT., LONDON, W.C.2. TEM. 1653

I would be the last to deny any
of Nat's remarks about the
desires of the TV staff, from the
highest to the lowest, to be help-
ful. I know from personal ex-
perience that they do their best.

But, unfortunately, their best
is limited to their understanding.
And when it comes to the danceband business, it has yet to be
proved that this understanding is
particularly profound.

But Nat Allen conveniently
skips over this and attempts to
lay the blame anywhere but on
TV.

NONSENSE
Frankly, such an attitude is

nonsense.
Whatever, on the grounds of

tact, bandleaders may have
refrained from saying to the TV
boys, certain of them have not
been slow to tell me that, in their
opinion, their programmes have
been ruined by the way they have
been presented and the so-called
" supporting " artists the band-
leaders have had foisted on them.

In fact, many of our name
bandleaders now take such a poor
view of TV that they have little
desire to appear on it, despite the
fact that the publicity would more
than compensate for the low fees
and tha many inconveniences
involved.

AN INDICTMENT
Nat Allen says " there is no

great public demand on TV for
dance band shows-yet."

A more damning indictment of
TV I have yet to hear.

Dance bands are still a big
attraction on sound radio. The
reason they are not an even
bigger attraction on TV can,
therefore, only be that TV does
not know how to present them.

AN IDEAL XMAS GIFT for the
UP - AND - COMING MUSICIAN

"SERVICE"
The CLASS if TRUMPET
A keen young relative (or even yourself) would be delighted
with this sturdy British -made instrument. Built in low
pitch ; gold lacquered finish. Complete with mouthpiece,
mute, oil and cleaner, it represents today's outstanding value
in new trumpets - an opportunity which the beginner
cannot afford to miss.
A few '058's' are available for
immediate delivery; so hurry,
be among the first to write
for full particulars and have
one reserved in your name.

£23 0 5 (Tax Paid)

EASY PAYMENTS SCHEME

An '058' Trumpet complete with
accessories can be yours im-
mediately upon a first payment
of £5.15.5 the balance payable
in 11 monthly instalments of
33/- and 1 of 27/8.

2

v.V^INA/Tv.sPIN.VVV.V.PVAPPV.V'PV.s/INA/Vv.V71,5,

Extra to above: Compactum-Style Case £5.4.7 (Tax Paid)
& CO LTD.. 15. WEST STREET, LONDON. W.C.2. Temple Bar 901819'

foPAilhestic
Lai* pelmericanme

As used by Edmundo Ros,
and obtainable from all good
music dealers. Per pair, in-

trI4Inciured hv- eluding Purchase Tax, f2 .5 .3.
JOHN GREY & SONS!London LTD., 74-76, IRONMONGER ROW, LONDON, E.C.1

possible-and one immediate re-
sult was that dance music swept
magnificently back as a prime
raiser -of -spirits, with a tremen-
dous amount of air -time allocated
to it.But since the ending of hos-
tilities the repressive hand of
officialdom has once again had its
way, and it has been known that
powerful forces in the nierarcny
of the BBC have not only imposed
great restrictions on the amount
of air -time allowed to dance
bands, but have even consciously
tried to wean the puolic away
from them.

Absurd
One proof of this statement lies

in the absurd and quite un-
natural times that they have
allocated to them. In devious
ways, and with a plenitude of
rules and restrictions, they have
tried to make a civil servant out
of dance music, which is like
wrenching the heart out of it.

Facing the possibility of this
newest and greatest threat, united
action by the parties affected
is imperative. Music directors
have their own organisation,
which, however, is not yet fully
mobilised. Now is the time for
every dance band and orchestra
leader to join the Music Directors'
Association, so that in concert
with the Musicians' Union, it can
face up to the menace.

The music publishers, who in
the past have aligned themselves
more with the BBC than with the
bandleaders, might well re-
consider their position in the
light of present events.

In these austere days our people
need not only dance music-
but the best of it. And although
it seems incredible that such a
threat could ever take effect, all
precautions must be taken by the
whole music industry to stop it
now.

If anything has to be cut, let
it be the unpopular programmes-not the bread-and-butter of
radio.

" THE ART OF THE NEGRO "
3-Blues In The Mississippi Night
7 p.m. Third Programme 30.11;51.

THIS turned out to be the finest
blues programme ever put out

on the BBC, as well as being an
indictment and exposure of the
utterly dreadful treatment of the
Negroes by America's Southern
whites.

Nnt only did Alan T.nmav svhn
presented the show. give us some
wonderful records ( a list of which
will be found on page 91, but he
also let us hear some tape record-
ings he had made of the blues,
sung while the men worked on a
plantation, the macabre singing
of convicts engaged in chopping
wood (with the axe falling on the
first beat of the bar) and, most
illuminating of all, a conversation
with some Negro musicians late
at night in a dance place.

The best and most moving
blues came from this group, al-
though all the music was verybeautiful.

But it was what these men
said, and how they describedtheir feeling towards the blues,
that made this programme the
most enlightening ever to have
appeared on the BBC-even for
the Third.

In my early days as a radio
critic, one of my first acts was
to campaign for jazz on theThird, but not in my wildest
dreams did I expect such a mag-
nificent result.

Starting rather casually with
the tale of a white police-man being angry with Lomax
for talking to the aforemen-
tioned Negro musicians in the
street, Alan relentlessly, with
the help of the men them-
selves telling their story, brought
out the crimes committed againstthem one by one - until we
reached the climax where one of
the musicians, after the dance,
tells of his uncla being lynched
because he violently refused to
let his wife work alongside himin the burning sun.

In the words of the men them-
selves, the white philosophy was:
" Kill a nigger. hire another. Kill
a mule, buy another."

Britain's Top Tunes
THIS list of the 20 best-selling songs

for the week ended December 1
is supplied by the Popular Publishers'
Committee of the Music Publishers'
Association, Ltd.
1 LONGING FOR YOU (Al Sterling
2 I LOVE THE SUNSHINE OF YOUR

SMILE (Al New World
3 BECAUSE OF YOU (Al .... Dash
4 TULIPS AND HEATHER (B)

John Fields
5 THE LOVELIEST NIGHT OF THE

YEAR IAl Francis Day
6 TOO YOUNG (A) Sun
7 ROSALINE (B) .... Michael Refine
S BELLE, BELLE, MY LIBERTY

BELLE (Al
Dash9 A BEGGAR IN LOVE (Al

Cinephonic
10 ALLENTOWN JAIL (Al

Bourne Music
11 IF YOU GO (Fl Peter Maurice
12 SWEET VIOLETS (Al .... Morris
13 I WISH I WUZ (Al Peter Maurice
14 MY TRULY TRULY FAIR IA) Dash

LOVE'S ROUNDABOUT IF)
Cinephonic

16 KENTUCKY WALTZ (Al Southern
17 BE MY LOVE (Al.. Francis Day
18 SOME ENCHANTED EVENING (A)

Williamson
19 VANITY (A) Sun
20 SHANGHAI (A) Harms Connelly
A-American; B-British; F-French.

(All Copyright Reserved)

We heard how these men were
swindled outrageously wnen they
worked with a levee gang, and
how the degeneration of the
whites infected the Negroes. A
good Negro worker could kill an-
other worker and get away with
it, provided the victim was not a
good worker-it wouldn't affect
the profits then.

Sitting with Alan, sometimes
singing, sometimes playing, the
men explained how the blues
affected them, and as they
spoke, with their wonderfully
modulated voices, I admiredthem for their obvious decency
in spite of all the crime around
them.

They explained that " You'dgot to be sad to sing the blues,
to have been let down in love, to
work all year and find you
had not enough to live on at the
end of it, to feel pretty hopeless."

There were no blues lyricswhich called on them to unite
and fight their oppressors.

Can it then be wondered that
the modern Negro musician turns
his back on the blues and calls
it " Uncle Tom " music?

He expresses a new outlook in
the modern form of jazz, which,
in its turn, gives the white man
something to measure up to.

With bad conditions came the
blues (there is never bad without
some good); who knows what
great form of music will come
when the Negro has complete
social equality with the white.
And this day will surely come.

"JAZZ CLUB"
6 p.m. 1/12'51.

ONCE again we were subjected
to the dismal strains of an

amateur band-Chris Barber's. It
did, however, contain a very
promising trumpet player-but
so many times did the brass and
piano sound like the band at a
rather small suburban theatrethat, with all the goodwill inthe world, I cannot, to be frank
and honest, say that this group
plays good jazz.

The Kevin - Seymour Group
from Ken Mackintosh's band
gave us modern dance music,rather than jazz. There was alittle too much of the ensemble
first chorus of a pretty tune for
it to be a real jazz show.

But excellent solos were taken
all round.

RADIO by

MAURICE

BURMAN

BILL BADLEY, representing
Average Listener, writes:-
, LIKED the whole of "..1,
I Club" this week. Ch
Barber's New Orleans be
turned out to be a lively,
thusiastic outfit playing 9(
jazz.

I was equally pleased with 1
Kevin -Seymour Group. They r
pensed good, melodic and
teresting modern jazz. 1 r
them the best modern group
"JFM" for weeks.

BURMAN'S BAUBLE
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is awarded with sincere admi
tion and thanks to Alan Lon
for the wonderful work he
done towards the emancipat
of the Southern Negroes. and
giving us the opportunity
hearing their music - unad
terated.
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WHO'S WHERE
(Week commencing December 16

Kenny BAKER and Band
Tuesday: Wimbledon
Wednesday: Folkestone
Thursday: Derby
Friday: Loughborough
Saturday: Brize-Norton
Sunday: Feldman Club, Londot

Graeme BELL'S Australian Band
Wednesday: Birmingham
Thursday: Oldham
Friday: Lowestoft
Saturday: Tunbridge Wells

Johnny DANKWORTH Seven
Friday: Cambridge -
Saturday: Wisbech
Sunday: Warley

Teddy FOSTER and Orchestra
Thursday: Nuneaton
Friday: Leicester
Saturday: Hinckley
Sunday: Luton

Roy FOX and Band
Friday: Spalding

Harry GOLD and Pieces of Eighi
Monday: Boscombe
Wednesday: Peterborough
Thursday: Arborfield, Berke
Friday: Burslem

Rushden
Sunday: Cardiff

Freddy RANDALL and Band
Thursday: Bermondsey
Saturday: Boston
Sunday: Cook's Ferry Inn

TANNER SISTERS
Week: Palace, Blackpool
Sunday: Warley.

IT'S TERRIFIC

IT'S COLOSSAL
IT'S WRIGHT

* IT'S

4118TARIES.
The Novelty Piano Recording of which by
FRANKIE FROBA on Brunswick 04653
is sweeping the country. Backed with

ANOTHER GREAT WALTZ-

A GOVIDON IFOIR
DOUBLE S.O. 3;8 Post Free

-- SQUARE DANCE NEWS
WAGON IN THE RUT

Backed with

FlIDIDLEIFOOT
AUTHENTIC SMALL 4 -PIECE ORCHESTRATION. 2/6 POST FREE

FIRICES8 ENA QUADRILLE 4p9tPlrev

LAWRENCE WRIGHT 19, DENMARKTelephone
LONDON, W.C.2 TEMple Bar 2141

The Greatest Double Attraction since
Adam and Eve

MALCOLM EDDIE

MITCHELL AND CALVERT

TRIO
1951 Royal Film Command

Performance (Stage)

THE MAN WITH THE

GOLDEN TONED TRUMPET

B.B.C.-"Top Score,"
"Music Hall," "Variety

Bandbox"
Parlophone Recording Best -Seller Columbia Records

Bookers, Promoters, Managers wishing to secure

this sensational record - breaking Box - Office
Attraction, write to-

JACK FALLON PRODUCTIONS, 19, Garrick St., London, W.C.2
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Glenn would have played advanced music
if he had been alive today
you ask has the style of our band changed much in the

last couple of years. Well, I suppose that it has-
though it has changed gradually and I haven't been too
aware of it.

A lot of people think that we're getting away from Miller,
but, of course, we try to keep abreast of the times. We
try to play some jazz numbers and different types of things.

All the other bands do them; why shouldn't we? We do try,
however, to keep our slow numbers in strictly the Miller
vein . . . with the lead clarinet and so forth which was his trade-
mark.

A lot of people don't like the
idea of us playing things more
in the modern vein. They think
we should stick more to the old
Miller stuff as it was done back
before the war.

They always say : " Well,
Miller wouldn't have done that."
How do they know? . . . How do
they know what Miller would
have done?

Understandable
Frankly, I think he would have

been very, very advanced with
his music today-without going
so far as to be over the heads of
the public. I think he would
have given them very advanced
music, but they would have been
able to understand it.

We haven't tried to give them
really wild things by any means,
but we have tried to play things
with a beat.

We've got Sy Oliver doing quite
a bit of writing for us now, and
Billy May, who used to write for
Glenn.

There's a boy, too, named
Hank Mancini, who played piano
for us for a while after the war
. . . and a boy down in Houston,
Texas, Eddie Gerlach . . . so our
arrangements come in from all
over the country.

What do you think of the so-
called trend back to more popu-
larity for dance bands above
vocalists' recordings?
IT is coming back . . . the

hands are coming into their
own. For a few years they more
or less took a back seat to the
singers that were on top.

It runs in cycles . . . there'll
be singers on top for a few years
and all the public will go for
them.But I certainly want to see the
dance bands come back into their
own.

How about strings? Are you
using them at all?

NO. Right after the war we
had twelve violins for

three years. We had 33 people
altogether for a three-year
period.

Miller had planned a large
string section after the war and
he had used his overseas band

AD-LIBBING
by

RIFF

One has only to examine the sub-
ject of dreams, particularly of artistic
or creative people, to realise that these
are often a key to certain hidden
fears.

(From a psychology handbook )

Les Paul:
When dreams disturb his

slumber,
The most repeated one by far
Is when he has to play a

number
Using only one guitar!

A Semi -pro. Bandleader:
It's Bell-Vue; everything's as

planned.
They're set to play their best

piece.
. Then someone gives them

on the stand
A new sight-reading test -piece!

G-R-LD-:
This subject's most recurring

dream
(We learn through secret

channels)
Is playing at a high-class date
In tweedy coat and flannels!

says TEX
BENEKE

more or less as a proving outfit
to try out a lot of ideas-writing
for the strings in conjunction
with his own lead clarinet and
sax section, and so on. For three
years we carried on just like I
think he would have wanted it
carried on.

But we had letters from people
all over the country saying " Why
don't you drop those fiddles and
get back to the Miller style of
music?

No chance
Since Glenn never had achance to record with strings,

except on a few V -Discs, ery-one thought that I was doing
something that Glenn never
would have done.

So, as times weren't the
greatest in the music business,
we dropped the violins after that
three-year period and killed two
birds with one stone.

We killed the strings and cut
down a terrific payroll-and got

back to the Miller style. And,
believe me, it was high!

You have no plans, then, for
going back to strings?

WELL, I don't believe so.
There are no plans,

that is, right now-but
some day I would like to have a
string section again, because I
do like violins very much.

A lot of your sidemen look very
young. Have they been with you
long? Are they the same men
who were with you the last time
you played in Montreal, two
years ago?
%TO, we've had a one hundred

per cent. turnover. A lot of
the boys have been drafted and
it's hard to get replacement
musicians. None of the boys
scant to travel.

Experience
It used to be that all the

younger fellows wanted to go on
the road for a bit of experience,
but, nowadays, it seems that
they would just as soon stay in
their home town, or wherever
they may be, and work a radio
show or two, and make ten or
twenty dollars a week-and let it
go at that, and be happy to stay
in one place

I don't know what changed
their minds, but it's awfully hard
to get the boys to go out on the
road. It's nice to sit at home-
I'd like to do it myself-some-
times.

But we are mainly a touring
band; we are on the road doing
one-nighters and the odd week
for ten months out of the year.

All I can see ahead of us is
just knocking around the coun-
try for the next few years. I
don't mind it, however. I'm

used to it now.

An exclusive
question

and answer

interview
between
Canadian

correspondent
H. F. Whiston

and the
ex -Miller

bandleader

Of the band itself, Whiston says:
TWO THOUSAND happy Beneke-Miller fans jammed Montreal's

Ideal Beach Pavilion to hear the band on its last visit
there. Most of them went away exceptionally contented-but a
few, myself included, were a little disappointed.

Of c..n.u-se, the personnel is constantly changing, so that only
the simplest arrangements can be done well all the time. And
Tex provided what he was paid for: good dance music, and
lots of it.

If dance music is all that is wanted, however, dozens of good
j local men can be hired. When a name band visits, you expect

to get just a little more showmanship.Still, Tex had played over one hundred consecutive one-
nighters prior to his arrival-so he had a legitimate excuse to
be just a little weary.

And it was nice to renew friendships with the great Miller
familiars-" Kalamazoo," " In The Mood," " Star Dust," and the
wonderful " Serenade In Blue."

ERNEST BORNEMAN writes about

A TRAGEDY OF DIVIDED
ONE of the saddest stories,

and one of the most sig-
nificant ones in a year that
hasn't been exactly produc-
tive of cheerful news from
the dance music front, was
George Simon's article on
Eddie Sauter in the Novem-
ber " Metronome."

It is a joint effort by one of
the most talented arrangers and
one of the most reputable musi-
cal journalists in the USA to
make out a case for something
which both of them, in their
heart of hearts, know to be
wrong.

Eddie's arrangements have
never had the musical stature
which " Metronome " has some-
times claimed for them.

But-being among the best
things of their kind-they cer-
tainly showed sufficient promise
to make us believe that he
might well have had a chance
of developing into a first-rate
legitimate composer, if he had
not got himself into an insoluble
problem by swallowing the

Metronome ' myth of a pro-
mised land in which you can
make a living as good as Irving
Berlin's by writing music as good
as Schonberg's.

No such place
There's no such place-hut

Eddie, during his most critical
and formative years, believed init-and this is what he has to
say about that period of his life
in retrospect:" I'd been out of work for a
long time. . Everywhere I went
they kept telling me that my stuff
was too hard to play, that the
musicians had trouble with it and
that the public would never
understand it even if the musi-
cians did master it."

Still searching for the pro-
mised land. he left Ray McKinley
for a job with Goodman-but the
job didn't materialise, and he had
to keep on trying to peddle his
arrangements as a free-lancer-
till he wound up in a breakdown
and woke up in hospital.

There, he says, " I began to
accept things which I'd always
been fighting. . . I began to see
everything in a more objective
light. I began to realise that my
first responsibility was to my
family and not to my artistic
desires. ."

Car * "rung
Orchestrations Now Available of

ROSALINE
(No 8 in 4 Weeks !)

HACKED WITH

My Christmas Wish
S 0 3'6 F.O.4'-

MICHAEL REINE MUSIC CO.. 6 Denmark St., W.C.2. Tern. BarlIgn

LOYALTIES
This kind of rationalisation after

the fact is always a painful busi-
ness, and sometimes it is nearly
as painful for the beholder as for
tile victim. But it is rare for the
spectator to come out so much
on one side of the argument as
George Simon does when he com-
ments : " Such an admission,
such a new-found ability to look
at the entire situation realistic-
ally, set Sauter straight, so far as
earning a living was concerned.

Arrangements
" He started writing stocks for

music publishers; he wrote simple
arrangements for Ray Bloch, for
Vaughn Monroe. . Word got
around that Sauter had finally
seen the light; that he no longer
was writing stuff that was in the
next generation and which re-
quired a longer time than com-
mercial restrictions allowed for a
band to master. He was in busi-
ness."

And in his leading article on
the tail page, Simon goes on to
say : " We're glad that Eddie has
finally made the adjustment...
He's going to be busy earning a
living for his wife and kids. ful-
filling his greatest practical re-
sponsibility."

But is it? Are there no other
responsibilities, and are they less
practical? Even if earning a living
for one's family were truly an
artist's major concern, how long
can he do it if he really has an
artist's creative intelligence? Let
Eddie speak for himself again :

" This definite splitting of busi-
ness and art makes it awtully
tough for those who still want
to produce. I know it makes it
almost intolerable for me. Some
mornings I wake up in a cold
sweat with a terrible, depressed
feeling. I lie there in bed and
keep tearing myself down for
denying what I consider to be my
birthright, the right to compose.

" You see, by doing what I am
doing now, 'writing commercially,
I find it just about impossible to
compose anything artistically
worthwhile.... Writing commer-
cially is enervating, for me at
least, so that by the time I've
finished work each day, I no
longer have any energy left for
composing. I've tried, and some-
times I think I've hit it. but then.
after I analyse my stuff, I find
that it's nicely dressed up, just
the way my commercial stuff is.
but that it's not really honest
writing, the kind you live with
for any length of time."

Magnificent
This is magnificent as a state-

ment of the problem, and I take
my hat off to Eddie for saying
out aloud what so many others
have thought without daring to
mention.

But how does it jell with
Simon's comment that " perhaps
he'll be able to use this new field
of endeavour as a means to an
end, drawing from it not only the
money necessary to support his
family, but also the security that
will allow him some time in the
not -too -distant future to return
to his original way of thinking
and living, and to write the great
works that so many of us feel will
flow from his great musical
mind? "

I hope that Simon will be
proved right-but I doubt

whether it's humanly possible.
Hemingway says somewhere that
if a writer faxes for any reason
whatever, and for however tem-
porary a period, he can never re-
cover from it.

He may tell himself that he is
doing this or that only in order
to make enough money so that he
may settle down thereafter and
write " the Great American Novel.
But that man will never write
any kind of novel, and what he
does write will not be great."

I would be doing George Simon
an injustice if I did not say that
he himself seems to have appre-
hensions about the wisdom of his
counsel. " We feel pretty cheated,"
he says, " because we realise that
there is very little chance for us
to hear much of what Eddie really
can do."

And he goes on to say : " Per-
haps you are distressed by the
tone of the article and this edi-
torial. Perhaps you're saying to
yourself, ' this guy Simon has
gone strictly commercial.' I've
been accused of that many times
before. All I can say is that I'm
distressed, too.

" I'm distressed because, unless
I want to live in a dream world,
I must face and accept reality and
I must write accordingly. I could

.

. . in this week's
ONE NIGHT STAND

go to the other extreme and rant
and rave about how terrible it is
that Eddie Sauter is writing com-
mercially and wnat a low person
he is for selling his art down the
river.

But that sort of writing is
reserved for two kinds of people,
for those who live in ivory towers
and tor ostriches. I'd rather live
in reality with the rest of you.
Sauter included.. . Count me
out of any group that will con-
demn a man because he's more
interested in making sure that his
kids eat than in giving us musical
kicks.

The dilemma
" Too many of us are still main-

taining such a super -righteous
attitude. I don't think we have
the right to be that selfish! "

On Eddie Sauter's behalf, and
on behalf of every other artist
who has gone or is going through
a similar dilemma, there are three
things to be said in reply to this :

(1) It would be as foolish to
condemn Eddie for trying to earn
a living as it would be to condemn
Gauguin for running away to the

(Continued on page EU
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CHARLTu PARKER
ONLY with a chronological record of a

man's achievements can you truly
assess his greatness at a particular time
and follow the form of his development.

Such a record is Eric Wiedemann's disco-
grapny of Charlie Parker, which starts along-
side. Wiedemann, one of the soundest disco-
graphers in the jazz world, lists over 190 masters
on which Parker plays.

Before submitting his final compilation to us,
he secured the collaboration of Derek Coller,
editor of " The Discophile," " Jazz At The Phil-
harmonic " impresario Norman Granz, Swiss
researcher Kurt Mohr, Belgian critic Carlos de
Radzitzky, American writer and Dial record chief
Ross Russell. and, above all, Jerry Blume and
Charles Delaunay.

" Music In The Making " subjected the docu-
ment to further scrutiny with the valuable help
of British Parker authority Alun Morgan, keep-
ing in constant touch with Wiedemann during
the process.

Johnny Dankworth takes us a step further
with his introduction to " Bird " below; and Alun
Morgan will write on Parker's better-known
transcriptions next week.

THE MAN IN THE FADED SUIT
by Johnny Dankworth

FEW would deny that
An- Charlie Parker is already
a legendary figure in jazz.
But what makes such a per-
sonality? What secured the
respect, even the hero-wor-
ship, of so many musicians
and fans alike?

Parker seemed to arrive over-
night. His experimenting and
maturing period had been passed
largely away from the scrutinis-
ing gaze of 52nd Street, and out
of the publicity spotlights at-
tached to " name " bands. Small
wonder, then, that he was
treated not as an Up-and-coming
but as an Already -there by all
who heard him.

His personal appearance and
general personality were unpre-
possessing, to say the least.

On first encountering him in
New York in 1947, I was amazed
to see a shortish, rather podgy
person in a faded fawn 3 -piece
suit, the waistcoat adorned by a
large chain and formidable -look-
ing " turnip " pocket -watch which
he would frequently take pride in
consulting.

Major force
The whole array was garnishedwith an enormous, grubby -red

cravat which hid all of his shirtand most of his neck from the
public gaze.

He rose to eminence at a timewhen most of the old idols on
the jazz scene were waning as
innovators, and were being sur-
rounded by a " new guard,"
anxious to find a colourful
figure -head.

However, these circumstances
only enhanced a power whichParker. with his great musical
attributes. would have wielded in
any event. He was to be more
than a totem pole for new genera-
tions with ready-made ideas.

His considerable instrumental
facility, his highly personal.
often eccentric - but never
pseudo -intellectual - style, his
adventurous and f orceful
approach and, above all, his
flair for composition of tunes and
themes -all these qualities made

him a major force in the most
sudden and all -embracing up-
heaval in jazz since the advent of
Louis Armstrong.

Unison themes became the
order of the day. Accomplished
musicians discarded their com-
plete musical vocabulary and be-
gan stuttering in a new lan-
guage.

Even the instruments (except
those which were unfortunate

AN INTRODUCTION
-

enough to become unfashionable
changed their basic duties. The
bass became custodian of the
metric beat, while drums sup-
plied the embellishments.

Charlie himself must have been
considerably amazed by the
rapidity of the whole process.

How about his own style? On
study we find a diversity of in-
fluences to have made their mark
on his playing. The influence of
Lester Young and Johnny Hodges
is evident even now, but traces
of Benny Carter and Coleman
Hawkins are often betrayed in
Parker's work.

Incidentally, Parker has consis-
tently shown respect for his pre-
decessors. (Indeed, to reject the
progress achieved by a previous
generation is surely a refutation
of human self -development --and
a certain road to mediocrity.)

Parker's style itself has varied
through the years. The early
restrained and highly disciplined
style was superseded by a more
bitter, uncompromising approach
with an increase of fluency and
spontaneity often accompanied
by a depreciation in the selection
of ideas.

'Music I love'
Happily, we are occasionally

allowed to take our Parker without
the angostura (by courtesy of the
" Parker with Strings " sides, forinstance) and our faith in the
inherent human feeling behind
this amazing musician is once
again restored.

For these sides, we must be
truly grateful. After hearing so
much which prompts us to CRY
" How on earth does he think of
it? " and " It's unbelievable," it

PETER MAURICE]
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is an essential part of our
musical diet to be able to sit
back, listen to something which
affects our emotions, not our
brain, and say : " This is music
that I love."

Parker is sometimes accused of
being too verbose, and sometimes
unnecessarily repetitive in his
playing. But these are faults
which have dogged many of the
greatest figures in all spheres of
art.

Most have gone through this
stage and left it behind, and there
is no reason to suppose that Par-
ker will not. The temptation to
regard him -or any other artist,
for that matter -as a set pheno-
menon unsusceptible to change
or improvement -an idea which
is unfortunately prominent
among enthusiasts and musicians
-should be avoided.

Adulation
Such a thought shows littleregard for Parker as a man oras a musician. Critical admira-

tion is a healthy thing; adulation
a dangerous one.

Fashions in jazz come and go
quickly. But my allegiance to
Charlie Parker will stay, andwhen he is eventually relegated
to that " no -man's land " between
modern and traditional schools,
it will take no more than a hear-
ing of " Cool Blues " for me to
say, once again, " Here is anartist."

A DISCOGRAPHY
by Eric Wiedemann

JAY McSHANN AND HIS ORCHES-
TRA: Harold Bruce, Bernard Ander-
son, Orville Minor (tpts.), Joe  Baird
(1mb.), Charlie Parker, John Jackson
(altos), Bob Mabane, Harry Ferguson
(tnrs.), Jay McShann (pno.), Gene
Ramey (bass), Gus Johnson (drs.),
Walter Brown (voc.) New York City,
April 30, 1941.

93730 Swingmatism-De 8570
93731 Hootie Tootle (V. Brown)

-De 8559
93732 Dexter Blues -De 8585, BrE/

DeE 03401
93734 Confessin' The Blues (V.

Brown( -De 8559
Note: Masters 93733, 93735 are

solos by McShann.

JAY McSHANN AND HIS ORCHES-
TRA: Bob Merrill, Anderson, Minor
(tpts.), Baird, Lawrence "Frog "

Anderson (tmb.), Parker, Jackson
(altos). Mabane, Freddy Gulliver
(tnrs.), James Coe (bar(.), McShann
(pno.). Leonard "Micky " Enois
(gtr.), Ramey (bass), Johnson (drs.),

Brown (voc.). New York City, Novem-
ber 18, 1941.

93809 One Woman's Man (V. Brown)
-De 8607

93812 New Confessin' The Blues (V.
Brown) -De 8595

93813 Red River Blues (V. Brown)
-De 8595

93814 Baby Heart Blues (V. Brown)
-De 8623

93815 Cryin' Won't Make Me Stay
(V. Brown) -De 8623

Note: Masters 93810. 93811, 93816
are solos by McShann.

JAY McSHANN AND HIS ORCHES-
TRA: same personnel, plus Al Hibbler
(toe.). New York City, July 2, 1942.

70993 Lonely Boy Blues (V. Brown)
-De 4387

70994 Get Me On Your Mind (V.
Hibbler)-De 4418, Coral
60034

70995 The Jumpin' Blues (V Brown)
-De 4418, Coral 60034

70996 Sepian Bounce (V. Brown) -
De 4387

*
TINY GRIMES QUINTET: Parker
(alto), Clyde Hart (pno.), Tiny Grimes

voc.), Jimmy Butts (bass),
Harold "Doc " West (drs.). New York
City, September 15, 1944.

85710 Tiny's Tempo -say 526, 541,
915

S5711 I'll Always Love You Just
The Same IV. Grimes)-Sav
526, 613, 925

55712 Romance Without Finance
(V. Grimes)-Sav 532, 613,
925

S5713 Red Cross --Say 532. 541, 915,
MG 9000, Say Fr 915

Note: 541 as by " Charlie Parker,
Alto Sax," 915 as by "Charlie

From the 'Bird's' mouth ..

Dizzy Gillespie . . . the other halfof my heartbeat.

GJ.P-SPIE'S playing has
changed from being stuck

in front of a big band. Any-
body's does. He's a fine musi-
cian. The leopard coats and
the wild hats are just another
part of the managers' routines
to make him box-office. The
same thing happened a couple
of years ago when they stuck
his name on some tunes of mine
to give him a better commercial
reputation.

The beat in a bop band is
with the music, against it, be-hind it. It pushes. it helps it.

3k
Music is your own experience,

your thoughts, your wisdom. Ifyou don't live it, it won't come
out of your horn.

I never cared for vibrato because
they used to get a chin vibrato in
Kansas City -opposed to the hand
vibrato popular with white bands-
and I didn't like it. I don't think
I'll ever use vibrato.

3k

Bop is no love -child of jazz.
It is something entirely separate
and apart. It's just music. It's
trying to play clean and looking
for the pretty notes.

I was crazy about Lester. He
played so clean and beautiful
But I wasn't influenced by Les-
ter. Our ideas ran on differently
41.1.11....6...0.11....brstitotlogb.11.11..kiellil

MUSIC in the MAKING
is edited by

STRAVINSKY? That's music
at its best. I like all of

Stravinsky - and Prokofiev,
Hindemith, Ravel, Debussy
. . . and, of course, Wagner and
Bach.

Benny Goodman's always superb.
That's natural. He's one of the few
that never retards. I don't agree
with people who think Benny's old-
fashioned.

I was born August 29, 1920,
in Kansas City. I spent three
years in high school and wound
up a freshman.

My records of " Bird Lore " and
" Lover Man " should be stomped
into the ground. I made themthe day before I went to the
hospital. I had to drink a quart
of whisky to make the date.

They teach you there's a
boundary line to music, but,
man, there's no boundary line to
art.

QUOTES
from

Parker

Any musician who says he is
playing better either on tea, the
needle, or when he is juiced, is
a plain, straight liar. When I get
too much to drink, 2 can't even
finger well, let alone play decent
ideas. And in the days when Iwas on the stuff, I may have
thought I was playing better, but
listening to some of the records
now, I know I wasn't. Some of
these smart kids who think you
have to be completely knocked
out to be a good hornman are
just plain crazy. It isn't true. I
know, believe me.

For a number of these quotes we are
indebted to Mike Levin and John S.
Wilson, and to "Down Beat." who pub-
lished their article on Parker in 1949.

Parker All Stars," 925 as by
"Charlie Parker with Tiny Grimes

Quintet."

DIZZY GILLESPIE AND HIS ALL-
STAR QUINTET: Dizzy Gillespie
(tpt.), Parker (alto), Hart (pno.),
Remo Palmieri (gtr.), Slam Stewart
(bass). Cozy Cole (drs.). New York
City, February 29, 1945.

G554 Groovin' High -Guild 1001,
Mu 485, Sw 299

G556 Dizzy Atmosphere -Mu 488,
Sw 299

G557 All The Things You Are-Mn
488, Sw 317

Note: Master 554 is a remake of a
tune cut at the earlier (555)

session,*
CLYDE HART'S ALL STARS: Gillespie
(tut.), Trummy Young arrib., voc),
Parker (alto), Don Byas ttnr.), Hart
(pno.), Mike Bryan (gtr.), Al Hall
(bass), Specs Powell (di's.). Rubberlegs 
Williams (roc.). New York City,
March -April, 1945.

W3301 What's The Matter Now (V.
Williams/ -Con 6013, RJ 715

W3302 I Want Every Bit Of It (V.
Williams) -Con 6020, RJ 746

W3303 That's The Blues (V.
Williams) -Con 6013, RJ 715

W3304 4-F Blues (V. Williams) -
Con 6020. RJ 746

W3305 Dream Of You (V. Young)-'
Con 6060

W3306 -Seventh Avenue (V. Young)
-Con 6005, RJ 716

W3307 Sorta Kinda (V. Young) -
Con 6005, RJ 716

W3308 Ooh! Ooh! My! My! Ohl Ohl
(V. Young) -Con 6060

Note: 6005 as by "Trummy Young's
All Stars."

Parker, at the 1949 Paris Jazz
Festival, talks with Charles
Delaunay, who assisted Wiede-

mann with this Discography.

DIZZY GILLESPIE AND HIS ALL-
STAR QUINTET: Gillespie itpt., voc.),
Parker (alto), Al Haig (pno.), Curley
Russell (bass), Sidney Catlett (drs.),
Sarah Vaughan (voc.). New York
City, May 11, 1945.

G565 Salt Peanuts (V. Gillespie) -
Guild 1003, Mu 518. Sw 304

G566 Shaw 'Nuff-Guild 1002, Mu
354. Sw 305, PaE R3077

G567 Lover Man (V. Vaughan) -
Guild 1002, Mu 354, Sw 317,
PaE R3077

G568 Hot House -Guild 1003, Mu
486, Sw 304*

SARAH VAUGHAN (voc.) ace. by
Gillespie ((pt.), Parker (alto), Flip
Phillips (tnr.), Nat Jaffe (1) and Tad
Dameron (2) (ono.): Bill De Arango
(gtr.1, Russell (bass). Max Roach
(di's.). New York City, May 25, 1945.

W3325 What More Can A Woman
Do? ill -Con 6008, Len 500,
Rem RLP '1024

W3326 I'd Rather Have A Memory
Than A Dream (2) -Con
6008, Rem RLP 1024

W3327 Mean To Me ill -Con 6024,
Len 500, Rem RLP 1024, R.,1
729

(To be continued)
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Notebook
LEONARD FEATHER has

been setting Blindfold
Tests (in " Metronome "
and " Down Beat ") for a
good many years now.
Viewed in bulk, the results
reflect how little the lead-
ing American jazzmen
know about the work of
their colleagues.

There were some memorable
moments in those interviews.
I'd like to have been there
when Lester Young grudg-
ingly admitted that there were
such things as white jazzmen,
saying : " If you're talking
about the grey boys . . .

(Will you grant us the right
to resent that expression,
Josh?).

I'd also like to have heard
Allen Eager, listening " blind-
fold " to Kenton's " Opus In
Pastels," say : " It's all saxes
. . . Could it be Shep Fields? "

There were surprises, too, as,
for example, when Jack Tea-
garden remarked: " I never did
like anything Ellington did."

There was also the occasion
when Kenton failed to recognise
Bill Harris's playing (" . trom-
bone is very unsure . . . "), and
then ended the same interview
with " Bill Harris is still most
exciting. There's nothing to
compare with him. His sounds
fit into my fantasies com-
pletely."

Sometimes an English record
crept in. Harris said of Vic
Lewis's " Everywhere ": Whowould want to repeat every-
thing so closely? " and his
rather shocked follow-up-" Is
it foreign? "-summarises the
general attitude to British -made
records.

Charlie Parker discs raised a
variety of emotions, ranging
from the Konitz: "I have the
greatest admiration for the
Bird." to Mezzrow's " If that's
music I'll eat it."

Jewels and Mud
According to Krupa, the

Parker With Strings Album
" was great "; Kenton neatly
qualified Charlie's contribution
as " . . . like a jewel in a lot of
mud." Sy Oliver said: " I
detest it."

The most penetrating com-ment-and perhaps the most

Effective Kenton

of a Modernist
by ST//',V/HI RACE

complimentary - came from
Tristano. " If Charlie Parker
wanted to invoke plagiarism
laws," he said, " he could sue
almost everybody who's made a
record in the last 10 years."

Maynardent fan
CONTRARY to rumour, I have

been panting to give May-
nard Ferguson a break in this
column. I have simply been
waiting for one of the letters
defending him to be signed.

At last one has arrived.
Freddie Goodyear (of Wargrave,
Reading) writes: " I like May-
nard Ferguson; the trumpeter
and the record. One has to
admire his technique. Of
course, one must make allow-
ances for possible immaturity of
expression and commercial
Pressure; but all things con-
sidered, I don't see why a chap
shouldn't blow C above top C
if he wants to.

" I don't understand why so
many regard forced trumpet
playing as ' meaningless'; it's
no more so than the devices
used by other instrumentalists.
Fergy may he an exhibitionist;
if he is, then all I can say is.
So what? You have bluesy jazz,
cheeky jazz, sexy jazz, funny
jazz, intellectual jazz, so why

not exhibitionistic jazz? It's no
less expressive than the others."

What about bad jazz,
Freddie?

Literary mews
ICAN'T help feeling that Bill

Hadley is slightly off the
beam when he writes: "How
many literary critics can boast
of authorship? " As a matter
of fact, all the best literary
critics-from Sir Desmond
MacCarthy downwards-are, or
have been, authors. In any
case, literary criticism is of
itself a function of authorship.

Of course, I know what Bill is
getting at: it's the old answer
to the equally old proposition
that jazz critics should be musi-
cians. (And I don't agree with
the proposition, either.)

Unfortunately, the parallel
between jazz critics being musi-
cians and theatre critics being
playwrights isn't quite precise.

From the critical point of
view, the old and the new jazz
are languages which must be
understood by the critic just as
they are understood by the
player.

An English dramatic critic
reviewing a play in Serbo-Croat
might justifiably be asked first
by his readers whether he

but the 'effects' outweigh the jazz .
STAN KENTON AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
"Cuban Carnival (Pete Rugolo, arr.

Rugolo) (Am. Capitol 2667)
'Somnambulism (Ken Hanna. arr.

Hanna) (Am. Capitol 2945)
(Capitol CL13813-6s.)

**Night Watch (Stan Kenton, arr.
Kenton) (Am. Capitol 7823)

*Francesca (Sherman, Fel:er, arr,
Feller) (Am. Capitol 7324)

(Capitol CL13608-8s.)
2667, 2945-Kenton (pno.), Art

Pepper, George Weidler (altos), Bob
Cooper, Warner Weidler Gnrs.), Bob
Cioga (bar.), Chico Alvarez, Buddy
Childers. Ken Hanna, Al Porcino, Ray
Wetzel (tots.), Milt Bernhardt. Eddie
Bert, Harry Betts, Harry Forbes, Bart
Varsalona Itms.), Laurindo Almeida
(gtr.). Eddie Safranski I bass), Shelly
Menne (drs.). Jack Costanzo (bon-
goes). Rene Touzet (maracas). Decem-
ber, 1947. New York.

7823, 7824-Pepper, Bud Shank
(altos). Bart Calderall, Cooper (tnrs.),
Gioga (bar.); Alvarez, Maynard Fer-
guson, John Howell, Porcino, Shorty
Rogers (tots.). Bernhardt, Betts, Bob
Fitzpatrick, Dick Kenny, Varsalona
(tmbs.), Ralph Blaze (gtr,), Elan Bag-
ley ibass), Manne (drs.). June, 1951.
Hollywood.

THE firsttwo of the above four
sides are early (1947) Ken -

ton's.
While many may feel that we

might well have been given them
before this, their advent is wel-
come because, except for some
more or less " commercial " June
Christy and other vocals, they
just about complete the release
here of all the Kenton Capitols
issued in America.

Both numbers are what I sup-
pose one would call descriptive
pieces, aptly titled, presented in
a typically Kentonesque Manner.

" Cuban Carnival," coloured
early on by Brazilian Laurindo
Almeida's semi -classical guitar,
and throughout by the Afro-
Cuban rhythm of Jack Costanzo's
bongoes and Rene Touzet's
maracas. commences before the
carnival gets going-at the dawn
of Carnival Day, it would seem.

But the celebrations soon get
going and end up with true festi-
val clamour.

Like many other Kenton's, the
record goes little way towards re-
flecting the jazz content of the
Kenton Progressive Jazz Album in
which it was first released in
America.

But both the arrangement and
the performance are in the Kenton
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tradition and, although the com-
position may not be much more
than a conglomeration of effects,
the atmosphere is always effective.
And with Art Pepper's alto. Al
Porcino's trumpet and Milt Bern-
hardt's trombone helping to spice
the proceedings, I found it all a
fascinating three minutes.

" Somnambulism "-not issued
in America until well over a year
after it had been made in Decem-
ber, 1947-also has little relation-
ship to jazz in the generally
accepted meaning of the word.

It is Kenton trumpet player
Ken Hanna in a Rachmaninoff" Prelude In C Sharp Minor"
frame of mind, providing the Ken-
ton band with a vehicle for creat-
ing a mood by means of orchestral
tones and effects.

Few, if any, in the jazz world
do this sort of thing more adven-
turously than Mr. Kenton and
his satellites, and if you like
being made mournful you will
find " Somnambulism " an in-triguing way of satisfying your
desire. Art Pepper's fervent alto
and Milt Bernhardt's sombre
trombone help to provide some
of the more gripping moments of
the side.

Current Kenton
" Francesca " and " Night

Watch " bring us to current Ken-
ton.

The former is a tango-ish sort
of tune by American disc -jockey -
composer Sherman Feller.

As a composition it does not
mean very much. Like so many
modern items written-or should
I say for purposes of this record
arranged-in the guise of so-
called Progressive Jazz, it never
quite knows where it is going, so
never gets anywhere much.

But it has been made into a
medium for some feeling. Bern-
hardt trombone and a more lively
and equally personable contribu-
tion from Pepper's alto, and the
climaxes achieved by the band,
help to make it stick.

" Night Watch " is the " Eager
Beaver " out of his hole again in
a new coat.

In its quieter moments the hand
swings this riff easily, and gener-
ally provides most of what Ken-
ton fans will be expecting. It is
not quite so nice when the bras,
loose out with those Kenton
blares,

LIONEL HAMPTON AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

**Hannah! Hannah! (Wells, Neal
Heft() (V by Mixed Chorus,
(Am. MGM 51-S-209)

Shalom! Shalom! (Jehrom, Blue-
stein) (V by Mixed Chorus) (Am.
M -G -M 51-S-210)

(M -G -M 437-5s. 4;d.)
Hampton (rib.), Gil Bernal, Curtis

Lowe, Jerry Richardson, Bob Plater,
John Board, Ben Kynal (reeds), Ben
Bailey, Quincey Jones, Walter Wil-
liams. Ed, Mullins, Leo Shepard ( tpts.)
Al Gray, Jimmy Cleland, Benny Powell,
Paul Hagaki (trnbs.i, Milt Buckner
ipno.l. William Makel (gtr.), Roy
Johnson (bass), Ellis Bartee (drs.),
Don Lamond Idrs., tympani). 21/5/
1951. New York.
SHALOM is a Hebrew word of

rireeting, meaning peace
Hannah, as you will know from
the Old Testament, is a biblical
Hebrew name; and these two
sides are Lionel Hampton trying
his hand at swing, dressed up in
a tallith.

The M -G -M Record News Bulle-
tin describes the numbers as
" authentic Israeli songs," adds
that both have the vigorous
quality and rhythmic dash in-
herent in this type of music,"
and draws attention to the " en-
thusiastic " singing by the chorus.

All of which is probably fair
enough.But whether there is equal
justification for the statement
that " clever arrangements allow
the band to display its undoubted
versatility, and in ' Shalom' pro-
vide for some startling solos, duets
and trios for Hamp's vibes and
the reed section," is another
matter.

Lionel plays these numbers in
much the same boisterous way as
he does most others, so I don't
quite see that it indicates any
unusual versatility on the part of
his band.

As regards the rest, I would be
prepared to say no more than
that, while the records will doubt-
less go well with the Jewish pub-
lic at large, there is nothing in
the arrangements or the perform-
ances that is likely to startle
swing fans.

Polish and pep
Lionel has his usual vibes spots.

but the performances as a whole
are conspicuous for little more
than their pep, though the hand
plays with more polish than some
of Mr. H's earlier outfits could
claim to have.

And, on second thoughts. I
wonder whether these songs are
quite as " authentic " as the
M -G -M notes writer would have
us believe I must see if I can
get a word with the Chazan.

STAN GETZ QUARTET
***Prelude To A Kiss (Ellington,

Gordon, Mills) (Swedish Metro-
nome MR -230-A)

*Night And Day (Cole Porter)
(Swedish Metronome MR -231-A)
(Esquire 10-168-6s. 5)d.)

**I'm Gettin' Sentimental Over You
(Bassman. Washington) (Swed-
ish Metronome MR, -2281

***I Only Have Eyes For You (Dub-
bin, Warren) (Swedish Metro-
nome MR -2291
(Esquire 10.178-8s. 51(1.)

*As I Live I Bop (Unstated) (Am.

Sit2tlin.
In With Records SIWC

12
*Interlude In Be -Bop (Unstated)

(Am. SIWR SIWC123)
(Vogue V2003 -6s. 514:1.)

229-Getz (tnr.), Bengt Hallberg
(pno.i, Gunnar Johnson (bass), Ken-
neth Fagerlund (drs.). 23/3/1951.
Sweden.

228, 231-As above, except Jack
Noren (drs.) replaces Fagerlund.
24 3 1951. Sweden.

230-As for 229. 24/3/1951. Sweden.
122, 123.-Getz (tnr.), Al Haig

(pno.), Jimmy Raney (gtr.), Clyde
Lombardi (bass), Charlie Perry (drs.).
Probably 1946. New York,

THE first four of these sides
were made by Stan Getz in

Sweden.
"Prelude " is a slow number.

Stan takes the other three at a
medlunt fast pace.There are times when what he
plays would he more aptly de-
scribed as pretty than inventive.
Also his tone is not consistent.
In " Night And Day " it is not
always as pure as it usually is.

However, taken by and large, all
four sides are good instances orStan putting over in his cool
serene way his own particular
brand of improvisation.

It is most effective in " I Only
Have Eyes," in which he plays
good, modern, swinging jazz, as
well as being at his best purei
aesthetically.

All four sides also feature'
Swedish pianist Bengt Hallberg.
I am not certain that in some of
them he does not steal the show.
A modernist with plenty of
imaginative and tasteful ideas, he
plays with a sense of beat that
never fails to shine through his
light, facile touch. He takes a
long ad lib. introduction in " Pre-
lude " which is really delightful.

The Vogue sides, made some
four years earlier in New York.
could have been even more inter-
esting, in that the tunes are the
sort of bop " originals " that
usually allow more licence when
it comes to modern combo treat-
ment.

But any joy there might other

understands the language,
rather than whether he, too,
could write a play.

That, Bill, would be the legiti-
mate parallel.

Thougn the musician -critic
cannot claim omniscience, hehas one strong point in his
favour. While lay critics are
expected to prove it, the musi-
cian can at least claim know-
ledge of the " language," since
he himself has " spoken " it in
public.

It's worth remembering, how-
ever, that laymen -critics can
learn to speak the language
just as fluently without pro-
fessional experience. I would
value Max Jones's opinion of a
Hawkins record, for instance,
infinitely more than Illinois
Jacquet's.

So far as I'm concerned,
neither lay- nor musician -critics
can afford to jeer at each other,
since jazz criticism as a literary
form can scarcely be said to
exist at all.

Red-hot Rocket
RACE'S

Rocket, speciallyJ-11,en-larged for one week only, is
awarded (a trifle belatedly, I admit)
to R. M. McColl, writer of the
" Daily Express " American Column,
for the following: " Jazz-real, red-
hot Dixieland stuff-is back, and
the customers are loving it .. . The
crowd 000h and ah to the music
of such stalwarts as Miff Mole,
Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Ventura
and Stuff Smith."

wise have been in the perform-
ances is almost entirely killed by
the recording.

Due, it seems, to a badly shaped
cutter and unfortunate charac-
teristics of the recording ampli-
fier (there are heavy peaks all over
the place) Stan's tone sounds
horrible, and even the filters in
my new Acoustical " QUAD "
amplifier (of which more in the.
I hope, not too distant future)
fail to reduce to tolerable listen-
ing the excessive surface noise.

WOODY HERMAN AND HIS
ORCHESTRA

*Pass The Basket (Johnny Lange,
Hy. Heath) (V by Woody Her-
man and Ensemble: (Am. M -G -M
51-S-3089-7). 4,6,1951. USA.

**The Glory Of Love (Hill) (V by
Woody Herman, (Am. M -G -M
51 -S -3086-6i (Same session)

(M -G -M 453-5s. 41d.)
ACCORDING to our Mr. Her-

man-or at any rate accord-ing to the words put into his
mouth by Mr. Billy Hill-the
glory of love is just a matter of
giving a little, taking a little, and
letting your poor heart break a
little, and even the hearthiPa
leaves him as frivolous as all the
rest of it.

However, inconsequent as this
waggish philosophising may be. at
least it has given the band a
chance for a chorus which fea-
tures a good tenor solo, an enthu-

Jack Costanzo

siastic trumpet, and something
of the old Herman kick.

The band also has a chorus on
the other side, but in this pseudo -
spiritual, hand -clapping effusion
it unfortunately means nothing.

The rest of the side is taken up
by Woody amusing himself by
telling us to pass up the basket.

No one will miss much by
accepting his invitation and pass-
ing up the record.

-plays the
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MU promise support for ' MM

to rid jazz clubs of drug menace
'Drug -taking ruined my
musical perception
Sensational revelation by `MM'
Radio Critic Maurice Burman

AS a result of an illness which
necessitated many oper-

ations over a period of three
years, I was given a large
number of injections for pain.
Because of this I became
addicted to drugs, so that when
I was well on the way to recovery
I could not do without them.

Accordingly I was given my own
syringe and was allowed to inject
myself whenever necessary.

Fixed habit
The habit became so fixed that,

for two years after that, I found
It impossible to do without drugs,
even though I realised my health
was deteriorating.

Worst shock of all was the fact
that my musical ear was suffering.

All the notes on the piano became
confused until finally any note I
played sounded like A. It was
this that decided me to give the
drugs up.

Six months
In spite of the fact that the

application of drugs now made
my pain worse as well as ruining
my ability for music, I found it
extremely hard to cut them down,
but with the help of a nurse I
took one drop less every other day
and added sterilised water, until
I was only taking water.

This took six months, after
which I was completely cured
from the drugs. My health im-
proved very rapidly and my
musical functions became normal.
Drugs taken were morphine,
pethadine, and dolousal.

Diana Coupland
sings on Randall
c ommercial ' spot
DIANA COUPLAND will sing

with Freddy Randall and his
Band on Saturday next week
when they undertake another
" commercial " airing in the Light
Programme 112.25-12.55 p.m.).

At the same time, collectors
shculd by then be hearing this
month's Parlophone releases by
the Randall Band-" Wont You
Come Home, Bill Bailey "/" Sensa-
tion Rag."Freddy asks us to point out
that Dennis Andrews, who
appeared with him at the Gau-
mont State (Kilburn) concerts on
November 25, is not a member of
the band. Freddy was accom-
panying him on that date.

The band's vocals are taken. in
the main, by clarinettist Bruce
Turner, trombonist Norman Cave
and Freddy.

A newcomer to the Randall
Band is guitarist Lew Green. at
one time with George Scott Wood.
He replaces Don Cooper. who left
the band to go on a round -the -
world tour.

Reg Wale 7 spending
Xmas in South Seas

Bandleader Reg Wale resumes
his highly successful association
with the s.s. " Caronia " on
December 11, when the ship, with
Reg's seven -piece band aboard,
sails for a Christmas cruise to the
West Indies. Reg remains with
the vessel as bandmaster for the
big African and Indian cruises
which will be undertaken early in
the New Year.

The orchestra, which is supplied
under the fegis of Geraldo,
features Reg Wale, on vibes and
accordion, leading Eric Turtle,
Peter Goddard and Keith Barr
(reeds), John Begley (trumpet),
Andy Dennitts (piano), Ronnie
Black (bass and vocals) and Paul
Brodie (drums).

ILLNESSSENDS

' campaign

`Boyptt dope -taking musicians'
in NFJO 6 -Point Plan

SWIFT reactions have followed last week's "MM" demand for
action to rid British jazz from the drug menace that has

begun to threaten its existence. The Musicians' Union, whose
full statement is published in the adjoining column, has assured
the MELODY MAKER that it will give the " fullest possible considera-
tion " to any constructive proposals that will help stamp out this
state of affairs.

The NFJO has drawn up a six -point plan, largely following the
MELODY MAKER'S suggestions in last week's issue, designed to close
the pseudo jazz clubs and rid others of the growing chug menace.
It as.sures the MELODY MAKER and our readers that the Federa-
tion is behind us to the utmost.

From all over Britain, telegrams and letters of support have been
pouring into these offices. They prove that there is a growing
national awareness of the danger to our music should this evil be
allowed to spreau unchecked.

Chief among NFJO's proposals due for discussion by the Central
Committee yesterday (Thursday)
is that the Federation intends to
call upon all NFJO clubs to ban
employment to musicians known
as dope takers or peddlers, and
to cancel membership of such
clubs as ignore this order.

Immediate action is essential
by all concerned with the produc-tion and enjoyment of jazz in
Britain The MELODY MAKER asks
its readers to give earnest con-
sideration to the NFJO proposalsand assures its readers that it
will wholeheartedly support every
constructive proposal that willfree our music from the taint
that is being placed upon it.

HELEN DAVIS HOME FROM U.S
GLASGOW.vocalist Helen Davis,

ber to appear with Rose Murphy
in the States, has been forced to
return home to undergo an urgent
operation just as she was making
a very favourable impression on
bookers in the U.S.

Successful start
Following several months of in-

tensive study. Helen was begin-
ning to work cabaret dates with
no little success. She was, in
fact, in the midst of an engage-
ment in Washington when she
was forced to give up on doctor's
orders to take a rest prior to corn-
ing home and entering hospital
over here.

With several dates open to heras soon as she can make the
journey, Helen is determined to
return to the States the moment
she is well, and anticipates that
she will, in any case, be back with
Rose Murphy by next spring.

who left Britain last Septem-

All the stars-but
no Ben Pollack
Either Phil Harris or film star

Richard Conte is expected to take
the part of Ben Pollack in a film
based on the veteran drummer's
life.

The film, which goes before the
cameras at Hollywood's Monogram
Studio, will feature Benny Good-
man, Muggsy Spanier, Harry
James, Jack Teagarden and other
jazz stars.

THE HAWK COMES BACK

ON DECCA RECORD
Coleman Hawkins, absent from

records for almost a year, made a
surprise reappearance in the
States recently on Decca.

He recorded two current plug
tunes. " And So To Sleep Again "
and Sin." with a small combo.

IFIEILIDIWANf8rdor NrAir,A1/
Sensational Hit !

DOWN YONDER
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Young Glasgow vocalist
Helen Davis (left), whose U.S.
debut in Washington was
very successful , had just
given a promising audition at
New York's Cafe Society
Downtown when this picture
was taken. It shows her with
Rose Murphy's manager -hus-
band Ed Matthieu, and
" Gone Gal" Nellie Lutcher.

DENNY DENNIS DEBUT
ON PHILLIPS AIRING
Sid Phillips and his Orchestra

have a late -night airing tonight
110.20-11 p.m.) and on each of
the next two Fridays.

Tonight gives Denny Dennis his
broadcasting debut with the
Phillips band.

Lewis -from Nairobi
to Bournemouth
Drummer -vocalist Harry Lewis,

who recently returned to England
after working for several months
in Nairobi, has taken his own trio
to the Cumberland Hotel, Bourne-
mouth.

They opened last week -end and
begin playing each night from
tomorrow (Saturday), when re -decorations at the hotel will be
completed.

Harry Lewis leads George Bolley
(pno.) and Stan Dowler (tenor
and clarinet).

MU STATEMENT
Whilst deploring the

stigma placed upon the
many properly run jazz
clubs, due to the publicity
given to those rare instances
where drug peddlers have
been found in less desirable
clubs, there appears to be no
immediate action that can
be taken by the Musicians'
Union in an,ef fort to combat
this menace to a section of
popular entertainment.

Any constructive proposals
put to tire Union will, of
course receive the fullest
possible consideration, and
we will be only too glad to
help in every way possible in
the task of cleaning up the
unsavoury business before a
similar state of affairs to
that which apparently exists
in the USA has been reached
in this country.

The NFJO acts
THE following statement has been received from NFJO

Secretary James Asman as a result of last week's MELODY
MAKER demand that the NFJO should take immediate steps to
combat the drug menace in jazz clubs :

I can assure your readers that
the Federation is behind. you to
the utmost. _

I would, however, stress that
none of the clubs even suspect
of such practices is in the NFJO,
and that to my certain know-
ledge no member club is likely
to be subject to such disciplinary
action as your Editorial demands.

I would also point out that

PARNELL
(Continued from page 1)

going on the road I can have abetter-and bigger-band. And
I can get to the public that
knows me.

" My band will not be a strict -
tempo outfit; neither will it be a
jazz band. But it will play fordancing, and as for the fans-
well, they can trust me.

" I shall feature the very best
musicians available. At con-certs they will play a lot of
jazz. But whatever is played,
the band will play a good, inter-
esting style-all the time."

Though the complete line-up
is not yet known, the band will
definitely carry five brass, four
saxes and three rhythm. Inaddition, Jack will play drums
for speciality numbers, and there
will be a girl vocalist.

The band will be managed by
Harold Davison, and booked in
conjunction with Lew and Leslie
Grade.

The vocalist has not yet been
selected. Applicants for the
position should contact Davison
at 116, Shaftesbury -avenue, W.1.

Flat burgled
Thieves drilled through a

" burglar-proof " lock at Jack Par-
nell's flat in St. John's Wood on
Sunday night and got away with
jewellery worth £500.

Jack and his wife discovered the
theft when they returned home
in the early hours of Monday.

' FANCY FREE'

LESSON IN

DRUMNASTICS

Drummer -leader Joe Daniels " instructs " as one of the lovelies
in " Fancy Free" at the Prince of Wales Theatre demonstrates
the Cabana sticks invented by him for Latin-American effects

and played by the chorus girls in the

no such suspect club will be
admitted to membership of the
Federation now or in the future.

We have one or two important
suggestions to make. The first
is that all jazz enthusiasts make
certain that their own club is 'a
member of the NFJO, in order
that they, and maybe their
parents, are assured that it is a
bona fide jazz club.

Ban employment
Where necessary, the Federa-

tion is prepared to contact
parents or enthusiasts and stand
as the overall body responsible
for its member clubs. Every one
of our clubs is open to theparents and the guardians of
young enthusiasts. Our exten-
sive files are at the disposal of
both parents and police,

We shall call upon all NFJO
clubs to ban employment to
musicians known as dope takers
or dope peddlers, and where such
member clubs do engage such
suspected persons, we shall
cancel their membership.

We also intend to instruct all
member clubs to maintain a very
strict control over their own
members and visitors, and to
refuse without a stated reason
all suspect persons demanding
entry. We will support all such
actions on their part.

We intend to publish an
NFJO " Jazz Club Blue Book "
early in the New Year, detailing
all NFJO clubs and organisa-
tions. and no mention or pub-
licity will be given to clubs
suspect of condoning the entry
of dope into their premises.

Addicts barred
Further, we call upon all

modern clubs carefully to vet
their membership, and to bar
dope peddlers and dope takers
of any kind in all circumstances.
No musician known to be an
addict should be admitted or
engaged at any session. Officers
of the club should see that sur-
rounding stairs and premises are
kept clear all the time.

The NFJO Central Committee
will be discussing this grave
matter at their next meeting, to-
gether with Maurice Burman of
the Feldman Club (who are
affiliating with the NFJO imme-
diately). From the results of
this meeting it is hoped to take
a decisive attitude in future to
the dope menace and, in full co-
operation' with the MELODY
MAKER and the rest of the
musical Press, together with the
Musicians' Union. we are certain
that we shall be able to close the
clubs now known to have
attracted the attention of the
sensation -seeking Press and to
rid bona fide clubs, modern and
traditional, of the stigma which
has been Cast upon them.

' Pic' Film Party
picks Boyce again

Denny Boyce. who has appeared
with his band at the " Sunday
Pictorial ' Film Garden Party, at
Morden Hall. for the past three
years, has been booked again for
next year.

Denny plays one-night standsin all areas of London and the
Home Counties, with an eight-
p,iece, comprising four saxes. three
rhythm and one trumpet.

Denny also books the Hawaiian
group, the Paradise Islanders,
whose vocalist, June Scott, is
Mrs. Boyce in private life. June
also sings with Denny and with
Howard Baker and George Crow.

THE VERY POPULAR
OLD-TIME DANCE

PRINCESS
ENA

QUADRILLE
As Recorded by

HARRY DAVIDSON & HIS ORCHESTRA
on Columbia DX1776

ORCH. (with steps) 4j9 Pos: free
PIANO SOLO 2(2

QEITH PROWSE & CO. LTD. LONDON. WON. GER. 9000
42-43 POLAND STREET. LAWRENCE WRIGHT

19. DENMARK STREET, LONDON. W.C.2
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LORNA ARMS FOR INDIA

Accoraion Star 1.01 ?La Martell is Moe ilLateCL LIV
her doctor before leaving last Monday (3rd) for
India. where she will appear in Variety with

" The Great Lyl " magic show.

WEST INDIAN TRUMPET
CYRIL BLAKE DIES

6 Bands for MDA
New Year Party

AT least six bands will appear
at Wimbledon Palais on

January 7 for a New. Year Party
and Gala Ball organised by the
Music Directors' Association.

In addition, numerous top -line
bandleaders will be present.

Bands so far booked include
those of Cyril Stapleton, Harry
Gold, Johnny Dankworth and
Ken Mackintosh. Sidney Davey's
Olde Time Players and Phil
Cardew's Cornhuskers will be pre-
sented by Wynford Reynolds and
David Miller. respectively.

Teddy Johnson and Benny Lee
will act as singing comperes for
the Ball. which is in the hands of
the MDA's Bill Sensier. and Les
Perrin.

Belts to play farewell
Jazz Club and concert

GRAEME BELL and his Band will not return to Australia direct
from their German tour as originally planned. They will first

fly back to London for a " Jazz Club" broadcast and a farewellconcert with the Humphrey Lyttelton Band.
The " Jazz Club " airing is on

March 8: the concert, at theWinter Garden Theatre, Drury
Lane, the following day.

The band will return to
Australia on March 14. sailing on
the s.s. " Orontes," which brought
them here in November, 1950.

Exhaustion forces
Steve Conway

to abandon tour
Vocalist Steve Conway has been

detained in Hull Royal Infirmary
suffering from exhaustion. He
had been unwell for several weeks.
but had continued his music -hall
tour, resting throughout the day
to enable him to perform atnight.

On November 24, he was unable
to appear at the two final per-
formances of the week at the
Palace Theatre, Hull. Twenty-four hours later --after doctors
had warned him of the serious
consequences if he did not give
up working at once-he entered
hospital.

Road show offer
This is particularly disappoint-

ing in view of the fact that an
offer had recently been made forhim to take out his own road
show early in the New Year.

Steve Conway began broadcast-
ing in 1944 with organist Sandy
McPherson. He was singing for
Ambrose in 1945 and Peter Yorke
in 1948, but it was his recording
contract with Columbia which
eventually consolidated his
popularity.

He began touring in Variety in
1948. Apart from his own book-
ings, he had lately been appear-
ing both on the air and on the
stage with the Vic Oliver show.

The current phase of the Bells'
tour will not end with this Sun-
day's concert at Dudley as indi-
cated by last week's page 12 story.
The band will be here until thestart of the German tour on
January 5.

Swiss dates
Between the end of the German

dates and the band's return to
England, a number of engage-ments will be undertaken in
Switzerland.

Next week. the Bells are at
Edgbaston (12th), Oldham (13th),
Lowestoft (15th) and Tunbridge
Wells 116th). They record more
sides for Parlophone on December
17 and 18.

RUSSELL FOR RAMAR

IN PRE-LEWIS DATE
Vocalist Maxine Russell took

June Ramar's place in the Starlite
Room guest spot this week to en-
able June to undertake a month's
tour of the U.S. Zone of Germany.

Maxine, who has lately been
freelancing, joins the Vic Lewis
Orchestra next Friday-the same
day that Lita Roza's sister. Alma
Ross, joins the organisation.

DECCA WAX THE COLVILLE TEMPO

Bill Gregson takes
band into Variety
Taking advantage of a week's

holiday from the Tower Ballroom,
New Brighton, Bill Gregson and
his band top the bill next week
(10th) at the Shakespeare
Theatre, Liverpool.

This is Bill's first week in
Variety, although for the past few
years he has regularly presented
his band in Sunday concerts at
the Scala, Southport, and the
Alhambra, Morecambe.During his absence from the
Tower the stand will be taken over
by Len Gibson and his band from
Southport.

111,1,R.M.r
The

PERENNIAL FAVOURITE'

KEITH PROWSE 6 Co. Ltd
LONDON. W. I Ger 9000

Norton Colville and his
Orchestra are now contracted
to Decca, and have just
waxed four sides for January
release. This " MM " photo
shows Norton (right) with
Decca's Frank Lee (left) and

arranger Leonard Morris.

ESQUIRE SIGN BALL
Esquire have signed Ronnie Ball-and the Ronnie Ball Trio-to

exclusive recording contracts.
The company's future plans in-

clude recordings of the trio as an
independent unit, and as accom-
panying group to guest soloists.

Blind leader free
Peter Gray, blind pianist -vocal-

ist, who in the past has starred
with Lew Stone, Phillip Green and
Jack Jackson, finds himself disen-
gaged, after an exceptionally long
run, as from December 14.Peter has been at the Palm
Court Hotel, Richmond, since
October, 1948, leading a trio com-
pleted by Ronnie Scott -Dow
(guitars) and Andy Isaac (bass).

A change in musical plans at
the resort means that his three-
year stint ends just prior to what
would have been his fourth
Christmas at Richmond.

LEN MUNSIE RECOVERS
After four months on the sick

list, following a serious motor -
accident, Len Munsie, exploitation
manager of Bosworth's, the music -
publishers. returned to work last
week.

After long illness
THE MELODY MAKER announces with deep regret

the death of noted trumpet -leader and
calypso exponent Cyril Blake. Cyril, who was 52,
died in St. Pancras Hospital on December 3.
Taken ill several months ago, he was operated on
for an internal complaint, but never recovered his
strength after the operation.

A native of Trinidad, Cyril came over to
England immediately after the 1914/18 war (in
which he had served in the Merchant Navy) and
joined the Southern Syncopators. He played
guitar in those days and his brother Happy Blake
(now a club proprietor in London) played drums.

Jig's Club band
After spending many years in Paris, Cyril Blake

returned to London. Having taken up trumpet onthe Continent, it was on this instrument that he
played with Ken Johnson for a spell. Cyril andHappy Blake later played at the Café de Paris andmany London niteries.

Just before the last war, Cyril came to receive
some of the connoisseur's atten-

JACQUE JENNINGS
JOINS THE SQUADS

Putting a new touch of
glamour into the Squadron-
aires is attractive young
singer Jacque Jennings,
whose latest picture appears
above. Ex -Windmill Theatre
starlet Jacque sang with Vic
Lewis; is married to ace

drummer Peter Coleman.

Stars rush in as
Derek cannot tread

Derek Franklyn, bassist -vocalist
with the Hedley Ward Trio, had
the ill -fortune to sustain a
poisoned foot at the end of last
week, on the eve of one of the
Trio's busiest periods.

His indisposition has meant
that several celebrities have been
rushed in, often at short notice,
to take his place instrumentally
and vocally on the broadcasts
and one-night dates being cur-
rently played.

Ted Rowley, bassist from the
main Hedley Ward Band, motored
down from Birmingham for last
Sunday's " Educating Archie "
programme. A breakdown en
route delayed his reaching Town
till evening. 'He dashed into the
show without a rehearsal. to find
that Keynotes vocalist Miff King
had been hurriedly conscripted
for Derek Franklyn's usual vocal
Parts.

Eric Whitley-bass
Miff will appear again this

Sunday to sing with the remain-
ing Hedley Ward Trio boys and
the Tanner Sisters in the next
" Educating Archie " programme.

Meanwhile, among those who
have played bass with the Trio
for a series of one-night stands
in London this week have been
singer Eric Whitley (who also
plays bass and violin on occa-
sions), and bassist Joe Nuss-
baum, who also plays the next
" Educating Archie " date.

Derek Franklyn hopes to be
well enough to appear with the
Trio for their Variety date at
Croydon Empire next week. The
Tanner Sisters are at the Stork
Club this week, and star at Ted
Heath's London Palladium Swing
Session this Sunday. They are
at the Palace. Blackpool, next
week, with a Sunday concert at
Warley Odeon to follow.

Casanova change
As musical -director of the Casa-

nova Club, W., vocalist and
rhythm - instrumentalist Martin
Moreno has replaced the gipsy
orchestra with a special attraction
featuring violinist Romeo and
singer George Sergio.

Both are frequently on the air.
Romeo leading his gipsy band and
Sergio singing with various or-
chestras. They opened at the
Casanova on Monday (3rd).

BBC BAND SCARE
(Continued front page 1)

press. The Music Publishers'
Association met the BBC on Wed-
nesday (5th). Today (Friday) the
Music Directors' Association are
holding an emergency meeting to
discuss all aspects of the situa-
tion, and also to consider various
matters arising from a meeting
which they held with the Cor-
poration on November 20.

Lion which he so well deserved.
This was when he led his own
band at Jig's Club in Wardour
Street. This band was thenotable group which recorded four
sides on Regal-Zonophone with
Harry Parry as compere.

Before that, collector Rex
Harris. deeply impressed by the
Cyril Blake trumpet, had recorded
him privately. These records
were later played in Rex Harris's
BBC " Swing Showcase " series in
1942.

Tribute from Harris
Speaking of Cyril's work, Rex

paid the following tribute to the
West Indian trumpeter : " I shall
always think of Cyril as a great
jazzman who did not always get
the breaks he deserved."

Other resorts at which Cyril
had led included the Havana
(where he was filmed), the Shim -
Sham, the Bag o' Nails and the
Bar barina.

Cyril had recently featured on
several calypso recordings, and he
was in the group which accom-
panied Lord Kitchener and Lord
Beginner on Parlophone's Over-
seas recordings. He also recorded
calypsos under his own name for
the same label.

He recently toured Germany,
and was in the course of a week's
Variety at Slough with Slim
Harris when the fatal illness
struck him down.

Butlin's staff to
dance to Alan Kane

Alan Kane
will play for the Butlin's staff
dance at Grosvenor House on
December 18. Alan will be front-
ing a hand-picked group of 10
musicians. His booking comes as
the result of his having success-
fully featured several times as
bandleader and vocalist at Butlins.

The December 18 function will
in no way affect Alan's position at
the Café Anglais, where he has
been leading for nine months. He
fronts an all-star group with
George Chisholm (tmb.). Bruce
Bain (tpt.), Ted James (trm). Art
Day ( pno.), Alf Hughes (bass)
and Maurice Placquet drs.).

Alan is also compere and pro-
ducer of the nightly floor show.

LEADER

Cyril Blake

FOUR STAR BANDS

FOR BIRMINGHAM

TRADES FAIR
B IR MINGHA M'S National
1P Trades Exhibition which be-
gins on March 18 at Bingley Hall,
will feature four bands during its
five -week run.

These include a return visit of
Ted Heath and his Music from
March 18 to 22 and a fourth
appearance of Dr. Crock and his
Crackpots who will be featured
for two weeks, from March 31 to
April 12.

The remaining bands are those
of Sid Phillips and Harry Roy,
playing at the exhibition for the
first time. Sid Phillips will play
from March 24 to 29 and Harry
Roy completes the final week of
the exhibition from April 14 to 19.

Helen Ward leaves
Octet for Panto
When the Ambrose Octet com-

pletes its current Variety tour at
Shepherd's Bush Empire this week
(8th), personality singer Helen
Ward will leave for a pantomime
season in Dublin.

This will be Helen's first ven-
ture into panto. She will be play-
ing principal boy in " Mother
Goose " at the Olympic Theatre.
This engagement follows Helen's
appearance there in Variety
earlier in the near.

U.S. COLUMBIA
(Continued front page 1)

" Philips Electrical, Ltd., an-
nounce that Philips Phonographic
Industries of Baarn, Holland, has
reached agreement with Columbia
Records, Inc., of USA, to co-
operate on a world-wide basis for
the exploitation of their Record
Libraries with effect from Janu-
ary 1. 1953."

The Philips company is also
rumoured to be concerned in a
big deal with Polydor records.

MERIDIAN MUSIC PUBLISHING CO. LTD.
ARE HOCKING THE TOWN WITH

CASTLE ROCK
S.O. 3/- Single -sided F.O. 3,/6

Recorded by Harry James and Frank Sinatra, Sy Oliver, etc.

Sole Selling Agents :-
Southern Music Publishing Co. Ltd.
8, Denmark Street, London, W.C.2. TEM. 4524

\ THE LOVELIEST\ NIGHT\ OF THE\ YEAR

FRANCIS, ECIY
& HUNTER Ltd.,
138/140 Charing Cross Rd., \

Phone:
London. W.C.2 TEMPLE BAR

9351/5.

From the
M -G -M Film
THECA riGuRsET0A
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Britain's `Musician Of The Year,' writing the first of an exclusive series of articles on arranging, asks:

Johnny Dankworth makes adjustments to one of his original scores

Sydney Lipton terrorist JACK DAWKES writes on

Maintenance
of your sax

ALTHOUGH the experienced
player can tell almost im-

mediately when his instiument
springs a leak, the man in his
first, months of playing may
struggle on for weeks knowing
that something is wrong but at a
complete loss as to the origin of
the trouble.

Having had this kind of experi-
ence myself, I feel that something
ought to be done to help. Experi-
ence has also taught me that
preventative measures ensure the
minimum of first aid. Care and
maintenance, then, is the first
thing to he learned.

In my own sax case I carry the
following :-

A bottle of oil; two pieces of
rag, one attached to a four -foot
length of weighted string for use
as a pull -through; a half -inch
paint brush with fairly soft
bristles; some blotting paper; a
few elastic bands; a screwdriver.

After a dance or practice period,
I think it a good policy to use the
pull -through a couple of times.
Not only is it hygienic to clean
out the dust and water; the prac-
tice also prevents the formation
of water channels which each
cause a troublesome cascade
through the same hole after the
first few numbers have been
played. Incidentally, the rag
should not be too fluffy, otherwise
small pieces will catch in tone
holes or any projections inside:

Sticky pads
The blotting paper can be used

if you have sticky pads. G sharp,
E flat and C sharp at the bottom
of the sax seem to be the chief
offenders. Slip some paper under
the pad before putting the in-
strument away. If you allow the
pad to become stuck and then

IFonderful

REEDS
at the keenest prices
The ever-growing demand for Calteau reeds
is proof of their popularity. Only selected
French cane is used in their making, chosen
by experts, skilfully cut and graded in the
usual strengths from soft to hard.
8659 RS Clarinet lld. es. 1 Tax
8663 Ely Alto Sax Is. 3d.

Paid8664 BY Tenor Sax Is. 8d.
From your local dealer or Write to:

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD
295. REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1

d.
_

NEWCASTLE I

CONCERTS FOR DECEMBER 9
ERIC SILK and his

SOUTHERN JAZZ BAND
The CYRIL SCUTT TRIO

Guest Vocalist: BERYL BRYDEN

force it away at the next playing
session you are inviting trouble.

A really sticky pad can be
treated with Thawpit or some
similar cleaning fluid. Soak a
small piece of rag in the fluid,
place it under the pad and then,
holding the key down, withdraw
the rag. If you thoroughly clean
both the pad and rim of the hole
in this fashion the trouble will be
completely cured.

The top pads get a larger share
of moisture so it is advisable to
dry them with a blotter.

When I was playing in a Palais
de Danse. I noticed that French
chalk used on the floor coated
my sax very quickly and accumu-
lated heavily on points where I
applied oil.

This is where the paint brush
comes in handy. The long
bristles slip easily between the
rods and springs, beneath thepads and in all the nooks and
crannies which are inaccessible to
a cleaning rag. A weekly whip
round with the brush takesseconds but is, nevertheless, a
worthwhile operation.

A spot of oil
It is important to do this before

applying oil, for it is useless to
feed the moving parts on a
mixture of oil and gritty dust.

I consider that a spot of light
oil applied every five or six weeks
is plenty. Typewriter or sewing -
machine oil is suitable, but re-
member to treat the springs as
well as the rods.

This is essential. A rusty spring
on the side D key, for instance,
can cause a very elusive leak. Inthis case, the pad will close per-
haps four times out of five. Thefifth time, it seems to functionbut, in reality, friction of therusty spring prevents it fromclosing properly.

After oiling, I use the second
piece of rag to wipe off any excess.

Leaks
Now assume that the instru-

ment is not blowing as well as it
should, despite all your loving
care.

Although there are severalmethods of detecting leaks, Ithink that the quickest and most
effective for the inexperienced
player is by using an electric
light.

All that is needed is a
four -foot length of flex, atorch battery, a bulb and
appropriate holder. Connect theflex to the bulb holder and in-
sulate to prevent any " shorting "
against the body of the sax. Then
screw in the bulb and connect the
battery.

The next step is to pass the
lamp down the bore of the instru-
ment until it is opposite the first
tone hole. Gently open and close
the key and watch to see if it is
seating evenly.

However minute the leak mighthe. the light will shine through,
indicating the exact portion of the
pad not making contact.

If the light can he seen all
the way round the pad, the fault
is possibly a dry rod or spring, or
bent keywork. If, however, the

BUY NOW BEFORE PRICE
INCREASE

distributed by

114-116 Charing Cross Road,
LONDON W.C.2

These fine Paris models, hand-
made from resonant French

brass, will soon be subject to
a big price increase, and, due to
import restrictions, will be in
short supply. Today's prices
of £23.2.6 for Trumpet and
£23.7.6 for Trombone, will
be their second-hand values
before long. Write "Lincoln
Paris Trumpet/Trombone" on
a P.C. to Selmer today for details.

What is wrong with
our Arrangers?

THE responsibility of an
arranger is, indeed, a large

one, and out of all proportion to
the recognition he receives for
his work.

It is he who can formulate or
destroy an individual style; bring
new attraction to an indifferent
melody; or disfigure a beautiful
one. He can enhance the reputa-
tion of an undistinguished vocal-
ist or reduce a good one to a
bundle of nerves through unsuit-
able or impossible vocal scoring.
He can send dancers whirling
happily around the floor, or drive
them bewildered into the refresh-
ment buffet by his " clever " cross -
rhythms.

The arranger has, in fact. the
well-being of the musical profes-
sion on his heavily burdened
shoulders. for he can, by injudi-
cious use of his talents, keep
dancers away from dance halls,
send concert audiences and pic-
turegoers away dissatisfied, and
cause radio listeners and tele-
viewers to switch off hurriedly.

A leader can be brilliant with
his ideas on presentation, pro-
gramme planning, and indeed
possess every other desirable attri-
bute; yet he will he hopelessly
handicapped by inadequate
arrangements.

Now, much has been said and
written on the subject of arrang-
ing. The vast majority of this
has dealt with the technical
aspects of the subject; use of
voicings. chordal variations, tonal
blends, ensemble and section
writing, and so on.

No references
This series of articles is not in-

tended to cover this field of the
subject. Musical examples and
technical references will be rare
if, indeed, they crop up at all. I
shall do my utmost to avoid them.

No, it is my firm conviction
that, in the same way that some
instrumentalists possess an ade-
quate command of their instru-
ments, yet are wholly unable to
play a melody with any degree
of finesse or musical beauty, a
great number of arrangers know
the mechanics of arranging but
can't use the knowledge properly.

What is more amazing is that
many arrangers seem unable to,
use their talents to their own
satisfaction and to that of their
employers.

Stressed.
I have stressed the word " and "

in this last statement because it
is often supposed that a good
arrangement will not " sell,"
While. on the other hand, an
arrangement calculated to appeal
to lay listeners is necessarily
devoid of musical worth. The
invalidity of this belief has been
proved often enough by many
great composers and orchestrators
in the past. They have done this
musically; I will try to prove it
verbally in the arguments which
follow.

It is not the primary object of
an arranger to create a work of
art.The first objective is that the
arrangement shall fulfil a func-
tion. For dance -band arrangers
this may be one of many things.

However, all come under one of
three types: those which make

Technical Page
pad seats unevenly, it may be
hardened with age, torn, or per-
haps the key itself is bent out of
alignment.

Each soundhole should be ex-
amined carefully with the light.

If pads are faulty, the man
with a stock of pads and shellac
or glue can fit new ones. Usually,
though, musicians don't have the
materials and first aid measures
are necessary.

Alignment
If the pad is hardened or worn,

it can be moistened and thereby
rendered softer. One of the
elastic bands can be used to add
tension to the key to " close the
gap."

If a key is bent, its perform-
ance may be improved by placing
an old reed or stiff piece of card-
board under the pad and gently
pressing the part not making
contact into alignment.

I must emphasise that all these
Measures are only suggested to
save the situation until the in-
strument can be serviced by an
expert.

Make sure that the octave
mechanism is perfectly synchro-
nised. One key should close
immediately the other opens.

If all pads are seating properly,
turn to the crook. Is there any
play where the crook fits into the
collar? This is a common fault,
but I would advise against med-
dling if there is. Apply some
grease to seal the leak until the
collar can be properly tightened
by an instrument repairer.

Perhaps the pieces of paper that
you wrapped around the cork
joint to make the mouthpiece fit
better have lost their effective-
ness. The only real solution if
the cork has shrunk is to fit a new
one, and that's a tricky job for
an amateur. But the crook can
be rotated over a lighted match
so that the heat expands the cork
evenly. This may get you out of
trouble in an emergency, but get
the crook re -corked at the earliest
opportunity.

people get up and dance; those
which hold the undivided atten-
tion of an audience, as at a con-
cert; those which hold interest for
those who wish to listen without
annoying those who don't, as for
a broadcast.

There are, of course, other jobs
that an arranger may be required

..."
The tendency to " over -
score 't is an occupational
disease wi .h some arrangers.

. . .

In gaining greater technique
we have lost sight of the most
important principles of ar-
ranging. . . ,

- In finding a means to an
end. the end itself has been
lost. . . .

says JOHNNY
DANKWORTH

to do, but these are the main ones
confronting the dance - band
arranger.

An arrangement which is suit-
able for all of these three func-
tions is of inestimable value to
an orchestra's library (one such
score that springs to mind is
Jerry Gray's famous arrangement
of " American Patrol "). But the
job is always difficult, and often
impossible, to tackle. It is
obviously better to make a good
job of a score to suit one of these
departments than to produce
something that would be merely
mediocre in all three.

In any case, a " general pur-
pose " arrangement is often not
even desirable. Certain numbers
with a " concert " flavour would
lose much of their appeal if
treated strictly as dance material.
Conversely, feature material is
not required all the time in a ball-
room. Dancers appreciate num-
bers to which they can dance and
listen without having to crane
their necks towards the stand for
fear of missing something.
Satisfying

So we will discuss in this series
what is required of the arranger
in each of these three spheres,
and how to go about satisfying
these requirements.

A serious occupational disease
of some present-day arrangers is
the tendency to " over -score." It
is a great temptation to look back
over the score and fill in any bare
looking bars, but succumbing to
it can ruin a good arrangement.
It is for this reason that arrangers
often find to their surprise that
their most hurried efforts fre-
quently achieve the most desir-
able results.

This is another subject to
which great importance must be
attached-what not to write, and
when not to write it. We will
deal with this later.

Arrangers often shrug their
shoulders resignedly when they
hear what they consider a
" corny " band playing arrange-
ments which do not impress
them, and are mystified why the
band concerned is so popular.

The answer is simple. The
arranger in most cases has
accepted his most important
functional responsibility. He has
preserved the identity of the
melody. This is, after all, the very
least one can do for the composer.
Brahms, Beethoven and Bizet all
stated their themes clearly and
simply before proceeding with
their variations.

The next priority is the mood
and spirit of the tune.

Prejudiced
This is a subject on which most

arrangers seem prejudiced. Bal-
lads are too often treated as
" tear-jerkers," dirges-or oppor-
tunities to transplant some highly
passionate sequence from Ravel.
Delius or their contemporaries.
In short, the scores are too often
dolorous.

Quick numbers are too fre-
quently stripped of their carefree,
buoyant character and reset in a
Ponderous medium. -jump- tempo
treatment, overcrowded with long
modulations and thick, cloying
figures. In consequence, the
happy spirit which first charac-
terised the number is swamped.

I contend that an arranger
must first learn to present a
melody and convey its original
mood before he attempts to do
anything more, and this is a
quality which many of our
arrangers never seem to show!

Not destructive
But the purpose of these

articles is not merely destructive.
This first instalment is merely
meant to elucidate what must be
considered wrong with our pre-
sent approach to arranging; this
I have tried to do.

To put it in a nutshell. I think
that in the process of gaining
greater technique we hare lost
sight of the most important
principles of arranging. In find-
ing a means to an end, the end
itself has been lost.

And, having diagnosed the Ill-
ness. I will try to prescribe a
treatment and cure in the
articles which will follow.

Remember, though, that the
subject throughout will be not
" How to arrange," but " What
to arrange, and why to arrange
it."

BOBNEMA
South Seas. We are simply deal-
ing with two kinds of human
beings, and it is neither Simon's
business nor mine to say who is
morally to be praised or blamed.

But speaking after the fact and
looking back into the life stories
of the men whose art has proved
itself through history, we find
that those who had to face Eddie's
dilemma generally solved it at the
expense of their economic security
and that of their wife and
children.

Defining
It appears to be one of the de-

fining marks of an artist that in
the long run he finds it impossible
to keep any personal considera-
tions ahead of his art.

(2i A man who feels unable to
do creative work at the end of a
day of hack work and " wakes up
in a cold sweat with a terrible,
depressed feeling," who " lies in
bed and keeps tearing himself
down for denying what he con-
siders his birthright, the right to
compose "-that man will not be
able for long to carry the burden
of providing a living for his
family with the peace of mind
essential to a decent family life.To suggest that this sort of
existence provides even a tempor-
ary solution of his problems may
well turn out to be as short-
sighted from the economic as
from the artistic point of view.

(3) The crux of the matter lies
in the muddled modern material-
ism that identifies the balance of
mind which an artist can only
find while he is at the job he is
best suited to do, with " living in
a dream world " or " living in an
ivory tower ": and which identi-
fies the race for the buck, regard-
less of the mental havoc it may
create, as " realism " or " being
objective " or even, John Stuart
Mill save us, as " fulfilling one's
greatest practical responsibility.

A solution ?
There is one sentence in which

Simon. though he does not seem
to realise it, comes close to a pos-
sible solution of the problem :
" At one time it even got so had
that Eddie told us he was going
to take a job in a factory. All
this made it impossible for him
to achieve the peace of mind so
necessary for creating good art."

Work in a factory-horrors!
And yet, if it had at all been
possible for Eddie-taking his
health into consideration-to take
a job entirely away from music
as so many legitimate composers
have' to do, it might have enabled
him to continue with the musical
tasks which he has set himself

N CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 3

and which he must accomplish if
he is to preserve his self-respect.

I have for many years felt
deeply apprehensive about the
school of criticism which encour-
ages dance musicians to strive for
musical ideals that hav-e no
economic reality in the world of
dance music; I have gone so far
as to say that I think drug addic-
tion among musicians is largely
due to the fact that so many of
them have been sent by irrespon-
sible critics in search of a musical
Jata morgana; and today I feel
urged again to say that musical
criticism seems to me to entail
responsibilities which go beyond
those that I see practised in much
of the American trade Press.

It is too late in the day to let
the sharp young men get away
with a hurt " Who. me? I only
told him he ought to earn a
living. Am I guilty if he blows
his top? " or " I only said Dixie-
land is old hat. Am I to blame
if he can't make a living playing
bop? "

Introducing the

0 CTAVAL I N E
ELECTRIC MELODY ORGAN

3 Octave piano Keyboard. 4 pitch, embracing 6 Octaves.
 30 Stops, including plucked

string effect, Oboe, Bassoon,
Clarinet, Violin, Cello, Bass, etc.

 Variable Vibrato,
from Very Slow to Very Fast.

 8 Valve, 10 Watt Output.
A.C. Mains, 200-250.

Complete - £115
HARRY HAYES

20 Romilly Street (Cambridge Circus).
London. W.1 Gerrard 1285

10'6
Ill- POST

FREE

ANOTHER
BOOK

By G. A. BRIGGS
FOR SOUND
ENTHUSIASTS
AND MUSIC

LOVERS.
192 pp. printed

Fine Art Paper.
Size 8i" x 5i'

bound full rexine.
02 Figures.

This is a fascinating book,
excellently produced . .

J. Tobin, B.Mus.
-Music Trades' Review,

Published by June, '51
WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WADS
Idle. Bradford, Yorks. Phone: IDLE 461
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A great jazzman and he only finds
THE first time I heard Lee

Collins in person was at the
rehearsal for the Mezzrow
concert.

Backstage at the Salle Pleyel,
he warmed up with a few scalar
runs, then stood silently at one
end of the stage while Mezz,
Panassie and the French musi-
cians discussed routines, lighting
and so on, in alternate French
and English.

Throughout the rehearsal, Ithought, Collins seemed remote
from the fuss and talk. Nobody
asked his advice and he offered
none.

But when the music started he
straightened up, blew air through
the trumpet, wiped his mouth on
the back of his hand and shot an
anxious look at Mezz, who was
having trouble with his second
clarinettist (Guy Lafitte) and the
harmony of " Really The Blues."

Time for the trumpet solo came
and Collins was waved up to the
mike by Mezz. It needed onlythree or four bars to tell that
here was the real thing in New
Orleans trumpet.

fame after 50!
The tone was hot and pretty

big, with a kind of crackling
vibrato on the long notes that I
had noticed with Armstrong and
Bechet when hearing them in
person. The feeling was right,

MAX JONES
begins the story
of LEE COLLINS

too, and there was the dragged
timing and off -the -beat swing of
Armstrong's blues playing.

Later numbers showed that Lee
Collins was like Louis, not in a
piecemeal fashion, but in an or-
ganic musical way. Armstrong.
I'm told, confirms that Lee plays

An alto is a welcome
innovation .

WELL, here's a bit of an innovation-a
New Orleans (sic) combination, with

an alto saxophone stuck in its middle. And let
it be said here and now that I like it a lot,
and only wish there were more of this kind
of thing going on in our local jazz cliques.

Most of our young bands stick too much to
the pattern as laid down by " them -what -has -
gone -before." The result is a sameness of sound
that is inclined to become somewhat tedious to
the average listener.

They play the same old New Orleans (more sic)
standbys, and it all becomes rather boring to
everyone, except to the musicians themselves,
their relatives, friends and followers.

I know that quite a number of you frown upon
the saxophone almost as strongly as did the lay
Press of ten to twelve years ago. I can't think
why. The saxophone can emit just as much jazz
as a cornet: it's the person at the blowing end
who matters.

Lazy Ade Monsbourgh blows in a manner which
reminds me very strongly of that old Chicagoan,
Boyce Brown, Ade is obviously not very interested
in tonal quality (if he even ever gave it a thought);
what he is after is swing and attack; and let the
music be hot.

He is imbued with a fine jazz sense and his
results are therefore good,
genuine hot music.

The general band noise, as
generated by this introduction of
a saxophone into the front line,
lies somewhere between the
White Chicagoans of the late'thirties and a Jimmy O'Bryant
Washboard Band. Good clean fun
with no holds barred.

The Paul Mares 1935 sides for
Columbia are rather in the same
vein, although it is probably the
presence of Boyce Brown that
brings them to mind.

It is, however, unnecessary to
draw parallels with other people's
music, for these sides are strong
enough to stand on their own. It
is indeed a dangerous practice,for I notice that one eminent
critic has likened this record to
the playing of the Luis Russell
Band, and, for some reason which
is not very clear to me. advises
his readers to play it in company
with Russell's " Swing Out."

I can only say that whereas one
swallow is reputed not to make a
summer, it would appear that one
saxophone can cause quite a
rustle.

Resemblance
As a matter of fact, "Hoppin'

Mad " does bear a certain musical
resemblance to Russell's "Jersey
Lightning "; but from there, the
bands have no resemblance what-
ever.

" Hoppin' Mad " is perhaps the
better side. It is played at a fast,
swingy tempo. and the rhythm
section, with Hopkinson on wash-
board, plays with punch and lift.

The band has been better
balanced than in some of their
recent recordings, and the first
ensemble, complete with wash-
board breaks, is faithfully and
brightly recorded.

Lazy Ade's solo goes with a
kick, and his sour -toned out-of-
tuneness is in keeping with the
type of music portrayed. The
piano solo, although well exe-
cuted, decreases the tension to
some extent. but the band picks
up again with an all -in chorus

REED
TROUBLES

BROUGHT INTO
FOCUS

THE ANSWER

CUT
GEOMETRICALLY

CUT
REEDS

Write-SCIENTIFIC SERVICE,

BERG LARSEN, on any
Reed or Mouthpiece Problem -
2, High St., Petters Bar, Middx.

Ade Monsbourgh

HUMPHREY LYTTELTON AND HIS
RAND with ADE MONSBOURGH

Hoppin' Mad
Don't Monkey With It
(Parlophone R3460)

Humphrey Lyttelton (tpt.), Wally
Fawkes (clt.), Ade Monsbourgh
(alto), Johnny Parker (pno.). Fred
Legon (bjo), George Hopkinson (wash-
board), Micky Ashman (bass). Re-
corded London, 26;9 51.* *
containing excellent
most of the band.

Humph's horn fairly bustles
the band into the last chorus,
which goes with a fine, free
swing.

The reverse is an original by
Ade Monsbourgh. The atmo-
sphere is roughly the same, but
the tempo is much slower and the
boys do not quite attain the free
blowing, hot sound of the
backing.

There is an authentic sounding
chorus for washboard, and Mons-
bourgh, at this tempo, manages
to sound even more Chicagoan
than ever. To continue the simili-
tudes, Humph here manages to
produce a tone and style which
sound like a cross between Max
Kaminsky and Natty Dominique.
It all fits into the picture per-fectly-and it adds up to make
one of the best records that we
have received from our Number
One jazz band.

breaks by

SY OLIVER AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Castle Rock

Siesta At The Fiesta
(Brunswick 04789)

Sy Oliver (leader and vocal), George
Dorsey, Dan Burrows. Fred Williams,
Milt Yaner (saxes), Taft Jordan, Ber-
nie Previn, Carle Poole (tpts.), Frank
Faracco, Henderson Chambers, Harry
Singer (tmbs.), Billy Taylor (pno.),
Everett Barksdale (gtr.). Sammy
Block (bass), John Blowers (drs.).
" S. At The F," recorded 24/1,50.
" G.R." recorded 13/7;51.

FOR any of our readers who
recall with pleasure the old

Lunceford band when at its
zenith, this record will come as
a pleasant surprise.

The prime mover behind this
very excellent bit of swing is Sy
Oliver, at one time arranger -in -
chief for Lunceford, and now in
charge of things musical at
American Decca.

It is obvious that Sy hasn't
forgotten what it was all about,
and it sounds good to hear once
again a large band which really
plays with a swing.

Delightful
"Castle Rock" does just that

thing-it rocks like fun, with
the fine brass section blowing like
steam and making a very hot
sound. The delightful vocal Is
by Oliver himself.The backing is rather in the
Ellington pattern. It is a fine
arrangement and the band goes
with that wonderful surge
known to large coloured orches-
tras only. The trombone work,
which is very fine, is played by
Henderson Chambers.

Sinclair Traill

more like him than anyone else
does.

Lee's blues choruses recall
" Muggles " and also " Please Stop
Playing Those Blues " ; in addi-
tion is some of the blues quality
of the last Ladnier performances
-and here and there a run in the
Henry Allen tradition. Collins
himself swears allegiance to Bunk
Johnson.

" Bunk was my idol when I was
a boy." he says. "And when I
was coming up, he was my in-
spiration. Louis and I grew up
together, always played in that
way. I guess it came from
Bolden; through Bunk to BuddyPetit. Louis and me."

From four hours of conversa-
tion with him I got the impres-
sion he spent little time listen-
ing to records-Armstrong's or
any others-and it was certain he
had not often been able to hear
Louis in person since the early
days.It was hard to believe thiswhen he started playing, even
though the style was so obviously
personal and deeply felt, for we
are conditioned to discern Arm-
strong influences in so much
trumpet work.

The truth may be that Louis
was influenced in part by Collins,
and that both stemmed from the
same school of jazz trumpet.

One thing I know: Collins is a
fine jazz player still; a man who
missed earlier fame by some
chance that kept him from the
recording studios except on three
or four occasions.

Never lost touch
As Denis Preston said in his

broadcast report: " Unlike Bunk,
Lee Collins never stopped playing
-never lost touch with his tech-
nique He has, in fact, been in
constant work since he first came
into the music business over 30
years ago."

Unfortunately, his work has
been largely unheard outside the
Chicago area all these years.

Rudi Blesh recorded him with
" Chippie " Hill in 1946, and his
blues playing is adequately cap-
tured on those Circle sides.

Robert Stendahl also cut good
Collins (on Century), with Little
Brother's Quintet.

Otherwise there were only the
Spivey and Morton records, and
the four excellent Jones -Collins
Astoria Hot Eight titles, as ex-
amples of his trumpet-until he
came to Europe.

Now. it looks as though
Panassie-who did a great deal

Collectors' Corner
edited by Max Jones
and Sinclair Trail!

Left to right: Mezzrow, Zutty Singleton and Lee Collins pictured
during a recent Vogue recording session.

towards Europe's "discovery " of
jazz as an art before the
Americans honoured it at home-
is helping to bring recognition
to another neglected jazzman.

In October , Lee Collins cele-
brated his 50th birthday. The
half -century should see him gain
a belated place in the European
sun.

Lee's own story
IWAS born on October 17, 1901,

in a house on Delachaise-
street and Robertson, in the
uptown neighbourhood. Mymother was born in the same
house, which was my grand-
mother's.

We had musicians in the
family, namely, my father-who
played trumpet out on road shows
-and my uncle, Oscar Collins,
who travelled with Lorenzo Tio,
Sr. (the clarinettist) in a brass
band.

I began on cornet at 11, picked
it up pretty fast, and came out
professional in 1916. My first
job was at the Zulus Club; that
was a very proud day, I
remember.

After that, I played dances and
parades with many of the bands
of the day-with Papa Celestin
and the Tuxedo: with Manuel
Manetta (piano, saxophones and
most other instruments; he was a
real musician); with Tig Cham-
bers and the Columbia Band; and
with Jack Carey, the " Tiger Rag "
man who was uncle of Mutt
Carey.

Right up until 1924 I worked
in New Orleans.

(To be continued)

.Lomax played these:
ON his "Blues in the Mississippi

Night " (Nov. 23), third and last
of " Tile Art of the Negro" pro-
grammes on the Third (reviewed on
page two), Alan Lomax used these
records:-

Mezz-Ladnier Quintet, "If You See
Me Comin' " (HMV); Bessie Smith,
"St. Louis Blues " (Parlo..); Paul
Whiteman. " Rhapsody In Blue "
(HMV); Dorsey Brothers, "Am I
Blue?" (Parlo.); Mania Yancey,
"How Long Blues " (Session); Lonnie
Johnson, " Rocks In My Bed (Melo-
disc); Sleepy John Estes, " Milk Cow
Blues" (Bluebird': Sonny Terry and
Oh Red, " Harmonica Stomp " (Am.
Col.); Jimmie Rodgers. " Blue Yodel
No. 1" (R-Zono): Carlisle Brothers,
"Dollar Bill Mama " (King); Chub
Parham, " The Train " (Lib. of Con-
gress'; Blind Sammie, "Travelin'
Blues" (Am. Col.); Jimmy Yancey,
"Midnight Stomp" (Session); Henry
Townsend, "Mistreated Blues " (Am.
Col.); Jim Henry, "I Don't Mind The
Weather" (L. of C.); Robert John-
son. "Hell Hound On My Trail"
(Perfect); Muddy Waters, " I Be's
Troubled " L. of C.); Jimmy Yancey,
" Eternal Blues " (Session.); T. Brown
and Three Dynamites, "Dynamite
Boogie" (Am. Col.'.

Lomax sang "Duncan and Brady,"
" Mr. Charlie " and other songs. The
rest of the talking, singing and play-
ing was recorded in the field by
Lomax on tapes.

On Friday's repeat. John Lee
Hooker. " Hoogie Boogie " (Jazz
Selection); Big Maceo, " Texas
Blues" (Bluebird); and Muddy
Waters. " Walkin' Blues " (J.S.). were
heard.

THESE ARE THE DRUMS

01)r. FOR YOU*
Says RAY ELLINGTON

Europe's Favourite Drummer

"I bought the new Premiers because of their fine matching
tone , . . because everything works so perfectly . . . and
because of that super finish which has knocked American
drummers cold. But don't just take my word . . go and
see them."

Yes-see for yourself what the new Premiers can do for you.
Visit your dealer now-or for proof of Premier supremacy, send
6d. for full catalogue to:
PREMIER, 116 CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2. TEM. 7227

PREFERRED BY 9 OUT OF 10
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Gift m
suggestions

by

t FOR DRUMMERS

EE

GIGSTER SIDE DRUM
Latest narrow model 14" x 5"
white and nickel. £8.12.8
GIGSTER BASS DRUM
Popular 20" x 15" finished to
match side drum. £12.3.8
GIGSTER DRUM OUTFIT
A full size outfit in white and

E nickel, comprising all necessary
equipment for the modern

- drummer. £28.12.0
* SYMARA CYMBALS
:±2 First-class. Moderate prices.
 12" dia. Hi -Hat each £1.19.5
 14" £2.15.2
 16"  Bounce £3.16.9
 18" £5. 7.6

Crash £6.16.2
* CARLTON TILTED

CYMBAL HOLDERS
Chromium -plated.

= 1307 Screw type for Bop. 8/-
 1308 Rubber top for full ringing
- cymbal tones. 8/-
* ERIC DELANEY STICKS

Non -slip, model E. Pair 6/11
if CYMBAL SET-UPS a must

--L": have for drummers by Maurice
 Burman. Per copy 2/9

MASTER METHOD OF
DRUMMING. Norman Burns.

12 A complete course of instruction.
EE Per copy 4/3

-14- FOR CLARINETTISTS

 DEARMAN Super MOUTH-
7- PIECES as advocated by Sid

Phillips. 3, 4 or 5 star lays.
 Ebonex each £1.10.2

Ivorex each £1.14.6
* HOW TO PLAY BOEHM
 CLARINET, by Andy McDevill

Per copy 4/3
411 TREATISE ON CLARINET; Boehm system. 142 pages, linen
 covers By Rudolph Dunbar 1 4/ -

 FO R SAXISTS
 The famous DEARMAN
 MOUTHPIECE as fitted to
If the Superb Grafton ALTO SAX
 as used by Johnny Dankworth.

Available 3, 4, 5, 6 star lays.
ALTO Ebonex each £2. 5.2
ALTO Ivorex each £2.10.2
TENOR Ebonex each £3. 0.3

E TENOR Ivorex each £3. 6.0
 HOW TO PLAY SAX by Sid

Phillips 58 pages Per copy 6/3

:)-7. FOR THE BRASS MEN

RUDY MUCK Cushion Rim
MOUTHPIECES as used by

 every player of note Each in
 leather presentation wallet

TRUMPETorCORNET£1.16.2
E TROMBONE £2. 5.6

HOW TO PLAY TRUMPET
by Fred H Pitt. Per copy 3/3

Prices inclusive of P Tax.

DALLAS BUILDING, CLIFTON ST.
LONDON. E.C.2

BRoNls
ORCHESTRAL SERVICE

All the Publishers'
Orchestrations in Stock

WE HAVE THE LARGEST AND MOST
COScPREHENSIVE STOCK OF ORCHES-
TRATIONS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Send for Complete Catalogue, which embrace
Orchestrations. Instrumental Solos and Methods,
Accessories. Music Covers and Music Desks

Orders of 5/- or over C.O.D. if desired.

OLD-TIME DANCES
Barn Dance .. 3 6 Boston .. .. 3.6
Veleta .. .. 3 6 La Rinks .. .. 3 6
Maxi. .. .. 3 6 St. Bernard .. 4 -
Lancers .. .. 3 6 Three Step
Saunter .. .. 3 6 Two Step .. .. 3.6
Tango Waltz .. 3 6 Destiny Waltz .. 3 6
Skaters .. .. 3 6 Dash. Wh. Sgt. .. 3 6
Florentine W. .. 5 - Emp. Tango .. 3 6
Doris Waltz .. 3 6 False Coin .. 3 9
Latchford Sch. .. 3 6 Square Tango .. 3 6
Gavotte .. .. 3 9 Quadrilles .. .. 3 6
Old Time Med. .. 3 6 Valse Superb .. 3.6
King's Waltz .. 3 6 On Leave FM .. 3' -
Gay Gordons .. 3 6 Hurndilla .. .. 3.6
Polka .. .. 4 - Eightsome RI, .. 3 6
Pride of Erin .. 4 - V. Hesitation .. 3 6
Rosetta T.S. .. 3 6 Imperial Waltz .. 3 6
Glen bona W. .. 3 6 La Czarina
5.ississippi Dip .. 3 6 Caledonia. .. 3 6
Chadwick .. .. 36 Chrysanth. W. .. 3 6
Eva 3 -Step .. 3 6 Fascination W. .. 3 '6
Ditch Foursome .. 3:6 La Mascotte .. 4/ -

AMERICAN SQUARE DANCES
Omnibus Ork.16 Sq. Dances) .. . .. 5'-
Turkey In The Straw and Arkansas Traveller 3 -
Crackin' Corn .. .. .. .. .. 3 6
Rake The Floor
American Square Dance Piano Album,

Containing : Calls, Music, Instructions .. 5'6

29/31, OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.1
Tel.: GERrard 3995 ,Oonosite Frascati's)

MEMORISE YOUR MUSIC
If you can play from the music write
for my FREE book (postage 2fd.) the
"MASTER -METHOD- and learn
how you can play from memory with

confidence and at sight with ease and
certainty. Your success is guaranteed.
State instrument and if a moderate or

advanced player.
REGINALD FOORT. F.R.C.O. (Studio 41.
14, Edgeworth Crescent. Loudon. N.W.4

PUBLIC NOTICES 9d. per word
LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL invites

offers front BANDS, ORCHESTRAS
AND DANCE BANDS, to give perform-
ances in the Council's parks and open
spaces during the 1.952 seasons. Offers
must be made on forms obtainable
from the Parks Department, Old
County Hall. Spring Gardens, S.W.1.
and must reach the Chief Officer by
4 p.m, on Thursday, 3rd January.
1952, (1280.)

MUSICIANS WANTED V. per word

ARTHUR FORREST requires young.
keen musicians (all instruments).
Good readers, appearance, and
modern stylists essential. Send
details. -Box 296. " MM."

BANDSMEN: The Staff Band,
R.A.M.C., has vacancies for Cornet
and Trombone players. Permanent
station; Band duties only; excellent
prospects, Capable players only. -
Apply, Director of Music, R.A.M.C.
Depot. Crookham, Hants.

BY KNOWN BAND: Pianist. Trum-
pets (one lead, one double). Saxes
doubling Strings, commencing Dec.
24th; S. and D. Summer season to fol-
low. -'Phone: St. Albans 6498.

CELEBRATED MILITARY Band of
well-known engineering works have
vacancies for all Military Band in-
strumentalists, especially French
Horn. Clarinet, Bass and Bassoon.
also String Players, doubling Military
Band instrument. Employment found;
bonus to suitable musicians. -Box
1464, " M.M."

CLARINETTIST, Amateur New
Orleans, established Club Band. -
Write: N. Manders. Berkeley, Gordon
Avenue. Camberley, Surrey.

FIRST-CLASS FLAUTIST urgently
required. Applications to: -Director
of Music. Ford Motor Works Band.
Dagenham. Essex.

KEEN TRUMPET wanted, for young
dance group. Croydon area; willing
rehearse. -Box 299. " M.M."

PIANIST, weekend work. -Downs
Hotel, Downs Road, E.5. Amherst 5232.

PIANIST/ARRANGER, for resident
engagement; must be keen. -Galloway.
Brighton Palais. Brighton.

TENOR doubling Violin or Ac-
cordion. -Chas. Wall. Palais, Aber-
deen.

TRUMPET. stylish and preferably
doubling, required for resident engage-
ment. South Coast. -Box 300, " M.M."

VACANCIES EXIST for Instru-
mentalists in the Band of the East
Surrey Regiment, particularly Bb Cor-
net and Bb Clarinet players; also for
keen boys of 15 to 17 years of age.
Application should be made to: Officer
Commanding, The Depot. The Bar-
racks. Kingston -on -Thames, Surrey.

VACANCIES EXIST for Bandsmen
and Boys: Brass. Reed or String. -
Apply Staff Band, Royal Engineers.
Malta Blrracks. Aldershot, Hants.

YOUNG TRUMPET, required for
established quintet; three nights
weekly; well above unian rates. An
opportunity for player who can read
well and play a little jazz. -Box 297.

SITUATIONS WANTED 6d- per word

ARRANGER / COPYIST available.
permanency or freelance. -Rawlings.
39. St. Michael's Crescent, Pinner.

BANDS bd. per word
A BAND of Taste and Tempo (3-10

piece). - Victor Stratford, Met. 8223
(evening, For. 44831.

ALL BANDS -all functions -always
WILCOX Organisation. - 4, Earlham
Street. W.C.2. Temple Bar 17623,'4.

A VERSATILE Quartet. - James.
Archway 1912.

Al TOMMY SHAWE Orchestra. -
Willesden 5020.

BILLY WALLER'S Band. -Col. 4918.
BLUE DOMINOES. - Anywhere. -

Kingston 2592.
CALVIN GRAY Quartet/Melfi Trio.

-Bri. 4326, Add. 6076.
CHARLIE MACK'S Band.-Syd. 6498.
CRAMER'S HOTEL Bands, December

31st,-Bri. 4745.
FRANCISCO'S RHUMBA Band, -

Euston 2497
FULLY REHEARSED semi -pro Band.

under the direction of Bert Collier.
fs now ready to accept all engage-
ments. For further details: 'Phone
Ilford 2592.

GEORGE BRIGHTWELL'S Band.
Many years' experience of first-class
functions; a polished and dependable
Band. - 140, Waterfall Rd., 5.14.
Pal. 0438, Byfleet 3158.

HOWARD BAKER Bands and
Cabaret. One-night stands or resi-
dent. -69. Glenwood Gardens. Ilford
Valentine 4043. or Temple Bar 7662.

JACK AMLOT'S Band (3 -12 -piece).
Dances. Masonic& Weddings, etc. -1.
Tudor Close. S.W.2. Tul. 2786,

JACK LAWRENCE Orchestras:
Modern, Old -Time, Classical. -Brixton
7233: Mayfair 6883.

JOE KUNZ Dance Orchestra. all
occasions. Inquiries: 480a, Neasden
Lane, N.W.10. Gla. 1456.

LOU PREAGER'S Ambassadors
Band, specially chosen combination.
one-night stands anywhere. - Lou
Preager's Presentations. 69. Glenwood
Gardens. Ilford. Val. 4043.

MELFI TRIO 'Calvin Gray Quartet.
-Add. 6076. Bri. 4326.

PHIL WESTBURY'S Band. - The
best music at reasonable prices. -
Mac. 5944; Ger. 3326.

SWEET SWING Trio. Bellwood
9060.

VOCALISTS ad our word

GIRL VOCALIST, available for
dance band. London; hot or sweet,
good appearance. Also sings in
French. -Box 290, " M.M."

TALENTED MALE Vocalist. wood
range, desires engagement. -BOX 244.

PUBLICATIONS 6d. per word

AMERICAN MAGAZINES: "Down
Beat," " Metronome." etc.. by postal
subscription. Send for details.
-Thomas and Co. (MMK). 111,
Buchanan Street Blackpool.

AMERICAN MAGAZINES. -1 year's
surply " Metronome," 32,'-. with 1951
Jazz Book. 40/-; "Down Beat." 43/-;
I years, 71,6. Free booklet listing all
others sent on request. - Willen,
Ltd. (Dept. Di, 101. Fleet Street.
London. E.C.4

GUITARISTS! -Ivor Mairants. Bert
Weedon, Jack Duarte, etc.. contribute
to the December (Christmas) issue of
" B,M.G." 48 pages (including 8 pages
music.) Full instructions on " How
To Read From Symbols." 2/8. post
free. -Clifford Essex, 8, New Compton
St., London, W.C.2.

FOR SALE 6d. per word
NEW: 7 desks. low type (special for

Bass), 27 in. by 18 in., bargain, £6:
100 -piece library. modern, including
special arrangements for 5 Saxes and
Trumpet, cost over £40, £19 or nearest
offer. -Barker, 98, Claude Road.
Plaistow, London. E.13.

WARDROBE TRUNK, £5.-Pol. 31813.

MUSICAL SERVICES 9d. per word
SONGS FOR SALE? The British

Songwriter Club is buying good tunes.
Composers and Lyricists. don't miss
an opportunity by failing to write for
explanatory brochure to the Gen Sec.,
76, Southwark St.. London, S.E.1

PRINTING 9d. per word
WHEELER PRESS, 104, Alexandra

Road, N.10. Samples, stamp.

SPECIAL NOTICES 9d* per "rd
HARLEY STREET Ear, Nose and

Throat Specialist acts as consultant
to all vocal pupils at the Central
School of Dance Music, 15. West St.,
W C.2. Temple Bar 3373/4, Apply to
Secretary for prospectus.

STUDENTS BAND Practice, all in-
struments. -Goodall. 65, Mackenzie
Rd., London, N.7.

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED 4d. per to,aa
ACCORDION amplified. car.-Bri.

609IACE PIANIST/Accordion/Solovox,
car. -Acorn 1025.

ALTO. -Len Jeffs. Bow 6445.
ALTO, library. -Ent. 2845.
ALTO.-Tul. 3418.
ALTO/BARITONE Sax, own trans-

port. -Mil. 2890.
ALTO/CLAR.-Cli. 4811.
ALTO/CLAR./Vocalist, library; also

Pianist. -Streatham 5262,
ALTO / CLARINET/Flute/Voc., from

Dec. 10. -Box 289, " M.M."
48A18L.TO/CLAR./Acc., gigs/perm.-Vic

ALTO/CLARITenor/Ace., perm. -48.
Thorpe Road, Walthamstow, E.17.
Larkswood 1519.

ALTO/CLAR., Violin, car, rehearse.
-Mit. 1341.

ALTO/SOP.-Sil. 2585.
ALTO/TENOR. Clar., Violin.-Tat.'

0510.
206A0L.TO/TENOR Sax and Clar.-Mac.

ALTO, TENOR, Cello.-Aeo, 4930.
ALTO / TENOR / Clar. / Accordion/

Arranger. -Wembley 3488.
BARI./ALTO/Flutz.-Uxbridge 1436.
BASS. -BENJAMIN, Brixton 8524.

Transport.
BASS. -Stan Ball. Wil. 2982.
B ASS.-Elt. 5418.
BASS.-Springpark 7418.
BASS, experienced, vacant Satur-

day.-Weedon, Orangewood 1307.
BASSIST.-Gla. 0511.
BASSIST, car.-Waxlow 3638.
BASSIST, own car. -Hatch End

210R2R.RSIST:
select lounge. -Mai. 3407.

BOB GALLIMORE: Electric Guitar;
Calvin Gray Quartet/Sextet; Burn
Regal Trio.-Arn, 2279.

BONGOES/MARACAS.-Eus. 2497.
DRUMMER, reader, library, trans-

port. -Kingston 3024.
DRUMMER.-Clissold 3133.
DRUMMER seeks engagements. -

'Phone: Willesden 6423.
DRUMMER, S/D old -time. -Liberty

5216.R
UMMER.-Ladbroke 1237.

DRUMMER requires Christmas
hotel engagement; 100 per cent. abil-
ity. personality. -For. 7057 (evngs.).

DRUMMER, experienced, reader.-
Hol 7247.

ELECTRIC GUITAR. -Bat. 2627.
ELECTRIC GUITARIST. - Seven

Kings 9944.
ELECTRIC SPANISH Guitarist,

solos/rhythm/vocals; just finished
West End engagement, requires gigs.
-Art Kent, 52, St. Joseph's Drive,
Southall, Him. 7251 (day).

GUITAR, Elec./Plec.-R. Bird, 14,
Nuneaton Road, Dagenham.

GUITAR. Electric/Rhythm.-Brixton
3508

MALE, STUDYING Singing (Tenor),
like experience singing in dance
bands, concerts, etc., any offers. -Box
293, " M.M."

PIANIST. -Shepherd's Bush 2521.
PIANIST, D,Str., all functions:

Band supplied.-Amb. 3842.
PIANIST, Stan Susman, library. -

Ric. 1703. 6.30-8 p.m,
PIANIST, experienced. M.U., avail-

able aftievng.; free Christmas week.
-Chi. 0369, 2-8 p.m.

PIANIST. -Tot. 4050.
PIANIST, car.-Colindale 4918.
PIANIST.-Elt. 7967.
PIANIST. library.-Rippleway 1997.
PIANIST.-Palmers Green 3295,
PIANIST. -Shepherd's Bush 6820,

3605P IANIST, library. -Tot. 6554.
PI AN I ST. -Harrow 1599.
PIANIST. -Vic Munday, Maida Vale

2726.
PIANIST.-Eal, 6867.
PIANIST, mod./straight. young.-

Wim. 2420.
PIANIST. S/D.-Tudor 3716.
PIANIST / ELECTRIC Accordion.

stylist, library. -Stan Simpson. Tudor
4899.

PIANIST. -Hayes 0992.
PIANIST, library. -Holmes. Mount -

view 9045.
PI ANIST.-Wal. 5663.
PIANISTE / VOCALISTE.-Arn. 2467.
SEMI -PRO. TRUMPET, desires

change. London/Essex area; own
transport -Box 288. " M.M."

TENOR/CLAR.-Pol. 1360.
TENOR, experienced. -Tot. 1695. be-

fore 5 30 p.m.
TENOR, car, Itbrary.-Wax. 2742

483\ENOR/GLARINET. - Hampstead

TENOR/CLARINET/VIOLIN, fully
experienced, good reader, reliable:
terminating contract, desires perm. -
Box 270, " M.M."

TENOR/CLAR./Ace., read/busk. car.
-Colindale 3071.

TENOR, CLAR.. 'Cello, car. -Ent.
35R/5C6LA.R., gigs,1car, anywhere

-Ruislip46T19E.
TENOR/FIDDLE. - Ray Feathers.

Bowes Park 4868.
TENOR/VIOLIN.-Euston 7900.
TENOR/VIOLIN, experienced: also

small band, open Christmas Eve,
square dance/old time/modern.-Bri
4037.

TROMBONE.--Gla. 7480,
TROMBONE, good reader, vocals.

car. -Sharman. Edgware 0196.
TRUMPET.-Hou. 4856.
TRUMPET, reliable, library. ampli-

fication. -Ste. 3665.
TRUMPET, car.-Rel. 3235.
TRUMPET, variety. 5024.
TRUMPET, -Cup. 3441.
TRUMPET, D./S.-Tot. 9100
TRUMPET, read/busk; gigs. -Prim-

rose 4210.
VIOLIN/ALTO Sax open for offers:

hotel/restaurant/ice rink/ palais.
Audition willingly. -Jack Barnett. 73
West Street, Brighton.

Classified Advertisement Rates
are indicated against each heading,
1 raders' Announcements under any
heading, 9d. per word.
Please allow for z extra words if Box No. is
required and add Id- foe our fee herein.
All words (after first two) in BLACK
CAPITALS. double rate.
Whilst insertion cannot be guaranteed
for any specified issue, delays are
frequently caused by advertisements in
some cases being written indistinctly.
Readers are therefore advised to use
BLOCK LETTERS throughout, par-
ticularly for NAMES and ADDRESSES.

PLEASE POST EARLY!
Classified advertisers requiring
announcements in our issues for Dec.
22nd and 29th are reminded that in
view of the usual Xmas postal rush,
many advertisements in past years
have had to be unavoidably held
over owing to lateness in arrival.

All announcements for either Dec.
22 and/or Dec. 29 should therefore
be posted to us not later than

DECEMBER 12
or insertion will be doubtful.

All Small Advertisements mus: be pre-
paid, and sent to: Classified Advt. Dept.,
" The Melody Maker," 96 Long Acre,
London, W.C.2. Temple Bar 2468,1a. 281

esas

PERSONAL 9d. per word

MUSICIANS -Be Wary. All Gordon
Beeson overhauls, whether Trade or
otherwise, always carry the name
Gordon Beeson in full on the Bell
Pads.

WANTED: BRASS Players with
Mouthpiece problems; advice free.
Mouthpieces made; plating, relacquer-
ing.-Loton, 27, Perth Rd., Lon-
don, N.22. Bow. 5943.

TUITION 0d. per word
ACCORDION ACADEMY, Frank

Skilton, Beginners / Professionals.
Student Orchestras (Junior/Senior)
rehearse weekly. Day/Evening classes.
-3, Challoner Crescent, W. Kensing-
ton, W.14. Ful. 3831.

AUBREY FRANKS personal tuition.
Alto and Tenor Sax, S.A.E.-192, The
White House, Regent's Park, N.W.1.

BOB BURNS (Lead Alto with Jack
Parnell), will teach you the Clarinet
and Saxophone the modern way. -9,
Wild Way, Wembley 8508,BRITAIN'S BEST Saxophone
Teacher. Postal or personal Tuition,
beginner, moderate advanced courses.
Timing Technical Studies. Music
free.Low fees, patience unlimited.
Syllabus. -Leslie Evans (directingthree advanced student orchestras),
275, Colney Hatch La., N.11, Ent. 4137.

B RITISH COLLEGE of Accordion-
ists. The centre of British Accordion
music. Expert tuition by experienced
teachers for all grades day and even-
ing, College Accordion Orchestra re-
hearses every Wed. evening. Modern
Rhythm Courses, diploma prepara-
tion. Beginners' Orchestra, etc. -Full
details of all college activities from
Secretary, British College of Accor-
dionists, 9. Farringdon Rd., London.
E.C.1. Holborn 8650.

B URMAN (NAT), -Personal Drum
Tuition. Reading, stick control.-
S.A.E., 88a, Edgware Way, Edgware
'1568.

CENTRAL SCHOOL OF DANCE
MUSIC. Principal Ivor Mairants
says: " Study under Britain's finest
teachers. No longer need the initial
expense of an instrument check your
musical career. Pupils may hire any
instrument for 5/- per week upon
enrolling in Britain's ' Academy of
Jazz.' " Send for free prospectus to
Secretary, 15, West Street. Cambridge
Circus, W.C.2, Temple Bar 3373,4,

CHIC MILNE teaches Clarinet/Sax°.
phone.-Mou. 7366.

GEORGE EVANS for the only real
arranging tuition. -91, Clifford Road,
Hounslow, Middlesex.

GEORGE SWIFT Trumpet Vir-
tuoso, for tuition. - Green Gates.
Gordon Av.. Stanmore, Grimsdyke 696

HARRY LETHAM, Trumpet Tuition.
-25, Percy Street, W.1. Mus. 1866.

IF YOU CAN SING AT ALL,
Maurice Burman will do the rest.
Microphone and wire recording. -
Euston 1200.-S.A.E., 293, The White
House, Albany Street, N.W.1.

IT'S TECHNIQUE YOU WANT!
Dance Band Pianists are beginning to
realise that a better technique is the
passport to a better job. Many dance
Pianists are benefiting by the Toner
Hand Development System. Exercises
at. and away from keyboard. includ-
ing Toner Hand Exerciser for stretch.
Special exercises for accuracy. -Tel.:
Hampstead 0998.

JOHNNIE GRAY has vacancies for
finest Saxophone tuition. Beginners'
Advanced. -13. Cleveland Square, W 2.
Paddington 2837.

JOHNNY SHAKESPEARE. Trumpet
Tuition, advanced or beginner. -51.
West Kensington Mansions. W.14.
Fulham 9639.

.IILLES RUBEN (Hermanos Deniz
Cuban Rhythm Band). B.B.C. and
Decca Artiste, can teach you to play
your favourite piano style with ease
and confidence -by his own systematic
and infallible method: personal
tuition. Interview without obligation.
-5a. Woodchurch Rd., West Hamp-
stead, London, N.W.6. Maida Vale
3164.

TROMBONE TUITION. all types by
Don Lusher. -32, Christchurch House.
Streatham Hill. Tulse Hill 4210.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED 51. oe,"'d
ACCORDION, 120 bass. 3 coupler.

State
M.M,"

and condition. -Box 295,
DRUM KIT wanted: full details.

sizes, condition and price. -Box 298,
PLECTRUM GUITARS (14 frets).

fair prices offered. -H. Myers, 4.
Holmfleld Road. Blackpool.

SOLOVOX, state price. -Box 267.

DRUMS fid. are wora

POST-WAR 22 x 17 Bass: 14 x 5
S.D.: 12 x 10, 14 x 20 Tunables:
matched white D.T., inside dampers:
accessories; hardly used, £24. Sell
separately, S.A.E.-Brown, 53, Poplar
Estate, Highbridge. Som,

PROFESSIONAL Drum Kit for sal...
S.A.E. for details. -Box 302, M.M."

VIC O'BRIEN, Bongoes, Tunable,
£5.

VIC O'BRIEN Drum reducing
B.D. and S.D., plastic finishes. ex-
pert work. -100, Gt. Russell St., Lon-
don, W.C.1 (nr. Dominion), Lan.
8316. Sets.. 2 p.m.

WANTED URGENTLY: Folding
Bass Drum. -G. Foulds, 14, South
Road. West Bridgford, Nottingham.

RECORDS FOR SALE dd, per word

CLEARANCE SALE: Race. Blues
Jazz. Swing.' Foreign, deleted. Call
Sunday after 3.-Aldam, 27, Clarence
Road. Wood Green.

LONDON JAZZ CLUB Record Shop.
Thousands of British, American, Con-
tinental Discs, new and secondhand,
reasonable prices. Call and browse. -
82. High Street. St. John's Wood.
N.W.8. Primrose 6725,

UNISSUED KENTON'S and Her-
man's. -Box 277. " M.M."

RECORDS WANTED 6a. per word

ALL KINDS of records wanted. Any
quantities. State price. - Eddy's
(Nott'mi, Ltd., 135, Alfreton Rd.,
Nottingham.

JAZZ RECORDS bought.-Moxsom.
206, Forest Road, E.17.

LONDON JAZZ CLUB Record Shop.
will buy your collection. -Details. -
Stan Wilcox, Primrose 6725.

SPOT CASH any quantity Dixie-
land, Swing, Vocals, - Morris. 89.
Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.I.

SOUND EQUIPMENT 6a. per word
QUALTAPE Recorder Deck, two

motors, new, £12 (amplifier circuit
available); tape, reel, 25/ -.-Box 292

TAPE AND WIRE RECORDERS for
sale or hire. Complete range avail-
able from 50 gns --Panrek (M), 28.
New Bond St., W.1. May. 3903.

TWIN TURNTABLE Record Player.
portable, strung cabinet, suitable
Jazz Club. £8 (1 pick-up missing) -
Box 291, " M.M."

ACCESSORIES 6d. per ward
DOUBLE BASS Strings: "G," 8/4:

" D. 12/8; " A " plain or covered.
16/8: " E," 17/6; "C," 14/-; post 6d
Send for list other qualities. -Kay
Westworth's. 6-7. Moor Street.
Birmingham.

MOUTHPIECES 6d Per word
BRILHARTS: Alto. Tenor, Clarinet.

5 -Star, new; offers.-Rodway, 23, Top-
pings Rd.. Eagley. Bolton.

LEW DAVIS OFFERS
SPECIAL SAX. WEEK

ALTOS
Buescher, latest model, gold lac.
Conn, Underslung, gold lac. ..
Boettcher 'Aristocrat,' gold lac.
Tone King, 1951 model, new, lac.
B. & H.. 1951 'Imperial,' gold lac.
Selmer 'Super,' gold plated ..
Martin 'Special,' gold lac. ..
Pan American -B7, 'Conn.' lac.
Buffett. 1951 model, gold lac. ..
Conn, silver plated, F.A.M.
Dearman, Silver, Artist ..

.. 178

.. £70

.. 267 1

.. £65

.. £60
£52 1

.. £48

.. /48

.. £45
.. £37 1

E30

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
Co-operativa Accordion, 1951 model, 12
treble and 2 bass couplers, black, in de Luxe
case. Soiled only .. .. 1185

H.P.. Part Exchange.
LEW DAVIS PRODUCTS LTD.
134. Charing Cross Rd.. London. W.C.2

Phone: TEMple Bar 6562

INSURANCE 9d. per word
FOR "ALL RISKS" Insurance of

instruments: W C. Collins and Co..
14, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4 (City
6875). For up to £50. Annual pre-
mium 11/6. For values over £50, 1/ -
per each additional £5 required. Fire.
Life, Motor Insurance, Terms quoted
on application.

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE 6d -per ward
ALTO, fair condition. F.A.M.. L.P.,

£25 or reasonable offer -Box 287,
ALTO, BOOSEY Imperial, Larsen

Mouthpiece, £40. -Box 274, " M.M."
ALTO, 1951 Selmer, Balance Action.

new condition, £75.-R. Pryce, 7, Kirk -
ley Park Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk.
'Phone:a

ALTO, PENNSYLVANIA, excellentcondition, accessories, £40. - wor.6946 (evenings only,.
ALTO SAX and Clarinet, perfect,

£30. Sell separate. -61, St. Patrick's
Rd., Grangetown, Middlesbrough.

ALTO, SELMER B.A., G.L., new.
Offers: Byrne, 27, Palermo Road:
N.W.10. Elg, 5486.

Bb TENOR TROMBONE, Vincent
Bach, G.L., new condition, case;
valued £75, accept £60. -Walker, Sea-
craig Cottages, King Street, Newport,
Fife.

BELL-ORFE0 Piano Accordion, nine
keyboard couplers, one bass coupler,
used one year, £65. -Box 301, " M.M."

BESSON XYLOPHONE, 4 -octave.
£45.-305. Byron Road, Harrow Weald.

BUESCHER C Melody Sax, good con-
dition, L.P., £28. -Barry, Lakeside,
Nine Mile Ride, Finchampstead, Berks.

CLAVIOLINE, with stand, as new:
offers over £140. -Mack, The Firs,
2B3i5nostead, Isle of Wight, Tel.: Ryde

CONN ALTO, S.P.G.B., Conn Mouth-
piece, case, stand, slings, new reeds,
bargain, £33. -Box 294, " MM."

GUITAR (Italian). Cello model,
round t hole, as new. case, £12.-Ley-
tonstone 6311.

GUITAR, COLUMBIAN, U.S.A..
Cello, with case, fine condition. £15
or near offers, to: -L. Badis, 22. Sand-
ford Road, Bromley, Kent.

HAGSTROM Accordion, 120 bass, 6
couplers, excellent condition, £65. -
West Drayton 3463.

KING TRUMPET -Cornet, goldlacquer, perfect, recent, £32.-229.
Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

KOHLERT nearly new Alto. case,offers. -16. Bolam Street, Easington
Colliery.

MARTIN TENOR. G.L., perfect.
sacrifice £65.-12, Beighton Street,
Sheffield 9.

MUSICAL SAWS, full -range profes-
sional models. 63'-. with Mallet and
Tutor. -T. Lewis. 5, Kingsway, Ash-
ford. Middlesex.

PENNSYLVANIA ALTO, L.P., G.L.,
perfect condition. £43.-74, Windsor
Cres., South Harrow. Byron 0233.

PENNSYLVANIA SPECIAL Alto, as
new, G.L.. L.P., case. accessories, £45.
Seen Southend,London.-Box 260,

PIANO, BROADWOOD Grand, per-
fect condition. £30 or offer. -256,
South St.. Romford. Tel.: 8747.

SCANDALLI Piano Accordion, top
covered Diamante. 120 basses, com-
plete with case, £40 or near offer. -
'Phone: Wimbledon 4488,

SETTIMIO SOPRANI Accordion, 48
bass. as new, £20. -North 4527.

SPANISH GUITAR and case, £10 or
offer. -74, Ryebank Rd., Firswood,
Manchester 16.

STRING BASSES: Thirteen, £30 to
£125; five stringer, £35. Xylophone,
£15. Chinese blocks, 20/, Oboe,
saxophone fingering, £55. New B. and
H. Imperial Trombone, 235.-33,
Hon-(cfl.`d Road. Wembley.

TRUMPET, John Grey, S.P.G.B.,
11/1., '210 or best offer. -15, Station
Road. Hest Bank, Lancaster.

VIBRAPHONE, Premier, 3 -octave,
C -C, £60 or offer. --6. Rook Street,
Deepdale, Preston.

INSTRUMENT REPAIRS ". per wrd
ACCORDION REPAIR Service. -Tuning and pitch alterations, trem-

olo or straight; new bellows supplied.
old ones repaired; every conceivable
type of repair undertaken by experi-
enced Italian craftsmen in our own
fully equipped workshops. -Jennings
(M.M.1), 100. Charing Cross Road,
London, W C.2. Temple Bar 2857.

FOOTE DOES IT! Finest recon-
ditioning. Saxes, Brass, Woodwind,
Drums. etc. Loans to callers. -Chas.
E. Foote, Ltd., 40, Rupert St., W.I.
Ger. 1811.

GEORGE BEAUMONT for expert re-
pairs all instruments. finest workman-
ship and service. Note new address:
4, Denmark Street, London, W.C.2.
Temple Bar 4287,

HARRY HAYES Repair Service isuniversally accepted as the best and
most economical in Great Britain:
lacquering a speciality. -20, Romilly
Street, W.I.

HOHNER SERVICE for repairs Is
completely comprehensive. Brass.
Woodwinds. Saxophones, Percussion,
as well as Piano Accordions and Roh-
ner Chromatic Harmonicas. Expert
craftsmen only.-Hohner, 9, Farring-
don Road, E.C.1. Hol. 8650.

LEW DAVIS specialises in the over-
haul and repair of Saxophones and
Clarinets. Gold lacquering, S.P.-
G.B.. guaranteed seven days' service.
-134, Charing Cross Road, W.C.2,
Temple Bar 6562.

DRESSWEAR 6d. per word
DINNER SUIT, as new. 36 w., 32 1 .

25.-61, Chaplin Road, Wembley.

DRUMS
DOC. HUNT says: "Good
faith is essential in an honest
rnan. We try hard."

REPAIRS  REDUCING

EXCHANGES  HIRE PURCHASE

EXPRESS fle,mie4 SERVICE!

L. W. HUNT DRUM CO. LTD.
The Drummer's Headquarters

10/11, Archer St., Shaftesbury Ave.,
London. W.1. GERrard 89)1
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CHOOSE YOUR
FROM THIS LIST

ENCORE SERIES 3!6 each.

ORCHESTRATIONS
SEND FOR FREE 40 -PAGE

CATALOGUE.
DIXIELAND ORCHS. 3/. each.

Anything Goes Lover Come Back Darktown Strutters Ball I Ain't Got Nobody
Birth of Blues Mari I Love At Jazz Band Ball Lazy Piano Man
Blue 01 The Night (WI Rosalie South Rampart St. Mocking Bird Rag
Blue Room Room With View Clarinet Marmalade Featherbrain
Button Up Overcoat She's My Lovely Russian Rag Dixie Flyer
Cream In My Coffee Small Hotel Stumblin' Bluesle yErighlySweetie
Crazy Rhythm Something Rem. By Wabash Blues Wolverine Blues
Can 1 Forget You Sometimes I'm Happy Long John Stomp Sugarfoot Stomp
Dancing Time Somebody Loves Me Johnson Rag Weary Blues
Dancing In Dark Smile Darn Ya Smile After You've Gone Alagazam
Do Do Do Stare In My Eyes (liV) Canal St. Blues Boogie Man
Embraceable Yon Student Prince ,W) Tin Roof Blues Damask
Fascinating Rhythm Someday FindYou(W) Livery Stable Blues Jin For Joan
Fine Romance Three Little Words Jazz Me Blues Mr. Charles
Hallelujah Top Hat Tiger Rag Stratton St. Strut
I'llFollowSecretHeart (Vti Vilia At Georgia Camp Meet Streamline Strut
Just One Those Things With a Song In Heart High Society Society Swing
Just Oae More Chance What Is This Thing Hors D'Oeevre Sugar Beet
Let's Do It Way You Look Tonight Y ankyana Treadin' Light
Lisa Why Do I Love You Hide and Seek Memphis Blues
Love In Bloom You're The Top A La Mode Free Lange Louise

Orders over 7/- post free. SENT BY RETURN OF POST
C.O.D. on orders over 5/-. All current Bop and Old Tyme Orchs. in stock.

BrowriS OF BRISTOL LTD.,
35, ST. STEPHEN'S STREET, BRISTOL, I Tel.: 23646.

FOOTE
Tenor, Regent (B. & H.), artiste's £42
Tenor, Armand, nly. G.L., perfect .. £52
Tenor, Selmer Adolf, nly. G.L., full art. £65
Tenor, Selmer, balanced action, G.L. .. £95
Alto, Savana, artisteaa good cond. .. £19
Alto, Helmer Cigar Cutter, nly. G.L. , . £47
Alto, Conn Mark 8, brand new cord... £85
Clarinet, Calvert, BP Boehm, L.P., wood £22
Clarinet, Selmer Sterling, BP Boehm .. £25
Tramped, Couesnon, G.L., L.P., pls. .. £14
Tr nitet,klartin Handcraft. nly. 0.L... £19
Trumpet, Conu Conqueror, nly. G.L. £49
Trombone, Varsity, G.L., new £17
Trombone, Vincent Bach model 6, Q.L. £69
Guitar, Mohawk, f holes, 'cello built .. £14
Guitar, Victor Abbott, New Burlington £99
Bass, 4 sty., flat back, German, good .. £39
Bass, swell back, ebony ChM., loud .. £99
Sass, Ohl English, with cover and bow £67
BUS. German, swell bade, superb qual 479
Vibraphone, Mon. 3 oct., poet war .. £95
Vibraphone, Max, 28 oct. clock, case £39
Xylophone, 25 oct., P.O. in case .. 115

10
10
0
0

10
10
0

10
0
0

10
10

4
10
10
10
10
15
10
10

0
10

0

EASIEST TERMS. Send for FREE bargain list
your instrument. Sate. till 5. Ger. 1811.

,.;HAS. E. FOOTE. LTD., 40, Rupert St., W.1

leete had it
PRICES CUT 1

On all Instruments. Let me quote you. Write
stating requirements.
SPECIAL OFFERS. B. & H. Super Boehm 136
Buescher Aristocrat Alto, ELL.. as new, only £59

OVERHAULS & REPAIRS
Clay. S.S. .. 12 5 Boehm Sys. .. 12 15
Alto .. £4 15 Tenor £5 5
Free estimate for gold lacquer and. silver plating.

Nylon Drombeads 145" dia. 29 6. Send old hoop.
New and used Gram. Records. U.S.A. and British.

MASTERCRAFT to .71°

LEN WOOD MUSICALS
108 Shaftesbury Ave., W.1. Ger. 3884
H.P. (Easy Terms) WITH PLEASURE
SEVEN SELECTED BARGAINS

 ALTO, Selmer. B A. G Lac., as new .. £60
 ALTO, Dore, F.A,M., perfect .. .. 124
 TENOR, Conn, late G :Lae., as new .. £85
 TRUMPET, Boosey-Hawkes. G 'Lae. .. fl 8
 TROMBONE. 'Varsity,' new with case £22
 FLUTE. Boehm, L.P., overhauled . , £18
 GUITAR. ' Gaitano Sapienza,' Spanish flO

DEARMAN SUPER MOUTHPIECES
3" 4' 5' 6" LAYS

Ebonex Snores If the lay you
1 s. d. 1 s. 4. choose does not

Clay. 1 10 4 1 14 6 suit we will gladly
Alto 2 5 6 2 10 6 change for the
Tenor 3 0 8 3 6 6 right one.

SPECIAL -Cymbals, 11" med. or thin, for High
Hat or Crash 12 0. DRUM STICKS 3 9 poet free

BASS DRUMS CUT DOWN TO ANY
SIZE. RE -SPRAYED AS NEW.
10 DAYS SERVICE £5 105. Carr. free.
Drum Heads Re -Lapped, by return

post, 25 -

SPECIAL BARGAIN-BRAND NEW
Modern Drum Kit, 20 x 15 B.D., 14" S./
Drum, Hi -Hat and Cym-
bals, all Pedals, Stands, 128Sticks, Brushes, etc. .

M11111111111111MW

MICKLEBURGH
BRASS INSTRUMENTS
6, DENMARK ST., LONDON, W.C.2

TEMple Bar 0079
TRUMPET BARGAINS

Conn, gold lacquered. easy blowing .. £26 0
Buescher, gold lacquered, bargain .. £25 0
Varsity. ELL., brand new, snip .. £21 0
Rolls Diplomat, G.L., as new .. £18 18
Antoine Courtois tParial. GI., bargain.. EIS 18
Dearman 'Monarch,' G.L., easy blowing £18 0
Selmer. Manhattan, G.L., as new .. £17 17
Broadway. CLL., as new £17 17
French Trumpet, ILL., as new .. £14 14
Large stock of American and English Trumpet
and Trombone mouthpieces.
Arbans famous Tpt. and Cornet Method

(1 ostage)
. 30 /--

Ebys' U.S.A. Tpt. Method (4 Pte.),
1 - postage) 33;-

Schillineer Armoring Method. 2 Vols. 116 0

BANDLEADERS!
Are you playing ALL the Hit Tunes
Our Service will forward you POST
FREE Orchestrations of these immedi-

ately they reach the top 20.
Seed for details.

CENTRAL ORCHESTRAL SERVICE
2 Denmark Place, W.C.2. TEM. 8309

SUPEGRIsLUI;;
and

BATTER

VELLUMS

Specially

Chosen

By

Put new life into your drum i Treat it to a
pair of these absolutely top -grade selected
Vellums. Expertly chosen and finally selected
and matched in pairs by Britain's Top -of -
the -Poll Drummer -Jack Parnell. Every
vellum stamped with his signature and the
ramous "Golden Arrow" trade mark.
available at these special prices: -

sack Parnell Super Slunk £2.13.3 each
(Tax Free)

ack Parnell Super Batter £2.5.9 each
(Tax Free)

From your local dealer or
BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.
Das, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.I.

# Send for

13TriTe=teeniall'iZece,;
Band

1f 4i'

MUSIC DESKS 17

FOR HIRE b

LONDON AREA ONLY b,
# Telephone for details. #
[7, PICCADILLY MUSIC SUPPLIES t
11' 51, NEll ST., LONDON, W.C.2. TEM. 9579

' The g
Compact'
Music Des4

Made in bi
'Hardboard' 44.

& keeps Sale
Finished in b
cellulose in
any colour.

Weight, 3 lb.
Size, 27 ins.x V

18 ins. J1

PRICE (with
2 initials) p
27/6 g

BARGAINS ALL TYPES DRUMS,
ACCESSORIES, KITS

Cash or Hire Purchase.
Speedy Mail 0 rd e rService. S.A.E. Requirements
All Repairs. Renovations. Guaranteed
Best Calf Heads Double Lapped 30/-.

StiturrIttys till lt.tt

TED WARREN DRUM SHOP
544. Old Ford Read. Bow. E.3. London
(No. 8 Bus Terminus) ADVance 1695

IMPROVE YOUR PLAYING
WITH THE FAMOUS

CLARINET
atOSITHIPtEcig

Gives ease of playing and
quality of tone. Precision
moulded and craftsman
finished to flawless accuracy.
Design approved by eminent
players.
8589 Outfit (including mouth- 8588
piece, selected reed, ligature Mouthpiece
and cap). £1.11.7 (Tax paid) on],
From your local dealer -or write20/2 (Tax pd.)

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.
295. REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1

FRONTALINI ACCORDIONS
Come and see the latest range of these famous instruments now in our Showrooms.
Artist's Model, 41 120 4v., 23 Treble Couplers and 11 Bass Couplers £225 15
Epsilon Model, 41 120 4v., 4 Couplers ... £99 9
Delta Model, 41 120 3v, 2 Couplers £88 3

Ladies' Model, 41 120 2v., 2 Couplers £67 14
Primo Model, 48 Bass £57 4
Secondo Model, 24 Bass £32 15
Terzo Model, 12 Bass £27 2

Frontalini Button Accordions, British Chromatic Tuning
Popular Model, 21 8 ... .
Popular Model, 21 8, with 4 Sets of Reed and 1 Coupler...
34 Treble, 48 Bass, 3 Set ...
34 Treble, 80 Bass, 3 Set ...

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE.
H.P. Terms Arranged. Part Exchange.

£22 13
£44 5 1
£66 17
£75 15 1

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER, LTD. 118e-10.4.0'w.T1.32r.i n gIT s93115111)

CONCERTS 9d. per word
FREDDY RANDALL and his Band,

appearing at Central Baths, Grange
Road, Bermondsey, Thursday, 13th
Dec.. 7.30. Price: 4/-, 3;-, 2,6, 2/-, 1/-.
Buses 1. 78 pass the door.

FREDDY RANDALL Band Show,
Sunday, 7.30, Croydon Empire. Wilcox
Presentation.

MANCHESTER JAZZ BALL. FreeTrade Hall, Dec. 8. 7.30-11.45 p.m.,
Christie Bros. Stompers, Graeme Bell
Band. The Saints, Lord Donegall.
Licensed bars. Tickets completely
sold out.

DANCES 9d' per word
NEW ORLEANS BARBECUE.-Crane

River Jazzband. Mick Mulligan's Band,
George Melly, Brent Valley Stompers.
-British Legion Hall, Tolworth, Dec.
20. Bar.

SATURDAY, DEC. 15, ClaphamBaths, Clapham Manor St., Dance.
Sid Phillips and his Band, Dennis
Dennis, Johnnie Eager. Tickets 3/6,
from Vincent, 257, Goldhurst Terrace,
N.W.6; at door, 4/6.

CLUBS 9d- per warn
AAAAAH! FABULOUS Feldman

Club, 100, Oxford St., Sunday 7.30, The
brilliant Ronnie Scott's Sextet, also
the new Eric Conroy Band. Guest of
honour: The incomparable Ted Heath.
Maurice Burman. The greatest place
in town. For membership, send 5,-,
s.a.e.-9, Oaklelgh Gdns., Edgware.

AAAAH! BOATHOUSE CLUB! KewBridge. Jive, drink and listen toTERRY BROWN'S Sensational Sex-
tet; retained by demand. Sunday,
11.30-2 p.m.

ACADEMIC, MONDAY! Messrs.Barr, Bush, DeVere, Harper, Hunter,
Perry, Roy. Smullian, Sykora, thanks!
Ladies' 1/6! Jiving!-" Prince Wales,"
Hammersmith (minute RavenscourtPark Tube).

AGAIN AT SOUTHALL! " WhiteHart." Tuesday, Terry Brown Sextet.
ANTON ORCHESTRA at Anton Pro-

gressive Club.
ANTON PROGRESSIVE CLUB,

" White Lion," Edgware. near Edgware
Hospital. Sunday, 12 noon. By popu-lar demand! the TONI ANTON 20 -
PIECE PROGRESSIVE ORCHESTRA.
each week until Christmas; B1 X
CURTIS. Watch for news of our
Christmas Progressive get-together.

ASSEMBLY HALL, PINNER (MET),
Chapel Lane, Saturday, December 8,
7.30. Charlie Galbraith's Jazzmen,
Admission 3/- (Forces 2'-). Car park.

AT COOKS FERRY, Angel, Edmon-
ton, Sunday, 9th December, 7-10.
SENSATIONAL FIRST APPEARANCE
Bobble Mickleburgh and his Band.
with Len Beadle's Imperial Jazzband.
Buses 102, 84, 34, 144. Fully licensedbar.

AT DELTA JAZZ CLUB, 6. NewCompton Street, W.C. Saturday and
Sunda night Jazz, with MIKE
DANIELS AND HIS BAND. Sunday9th: ALBEMARLE JAZZBAND.

BALHAM TONIGHT! Great two -
band session, with Len Beadle's Im-
perial Jazzband; guests, Downtown
Stompers; Colin Thonipson, Clarinet.
Club Imperial. Hamilton Hall, 7.45
P.m. Licensed bar, Next meeting.Thursday, 13th December.

CAMBERWELL, "MARLBOROUGH"
(behind Town Hall). Seven nights
weekly. Bunny Lee Trio resident; Vic
Roberts Trio. Thursdays. Star attrac-
tion. Ray Martine. Free admission!

CHRISTIE BROS, L.J.C. MONDAY.
CHRISTIE BROS. L.J.C. MONDAY.
CHRISTIE BROS. L.J.C. MONDAY.
CLUB 100. opens 3rd January.
CRANE RIVER L.J.C. SATURDAY.
CRANE RIVER L.J.C. SATURDAY.
CRANE RIVER L.J.C. SATURDAY.
DUTCH HOUSE, Lee, tonight!

Charlie Galbraith's Jazzmen.
GALLION JAZZBAND, drop anchor

at the Castle Hotel. Tooting Broad-
way, every Thursday, 7.45 p.m.

HUMPHREY LYTTELTON CLUB
meets every Wednesday, Mack's Res-
taurant, 100, Oxford Street. W.1.Dancing to the LYTTELTON BAND,
7.30-11 p.m. 3/-. members. 4/- guests
Particulars of club from 84, Newman
Street, W.I.

JAZZ FOR LISTENING, at Conway
Hall. Red Lion Square, W.C.1, Mon-
day, Dec. 17th. The Christmas Con-
cert of the HUMPHREY LYTTELTON
CLUB, featuring the Band. Tickets:
3'- members. 4/- non-members; obtain-
able In advance from H. L. C., 84,
Newman Street. W.1.

JIMMY SKIDMORE. "Robins Nest,"White Hart, Hornchurch, Tuesday,
11th. Frozen!

KENTON-ANTON Club. See Anton
Progressive Club.

LONDON JAZZ CLUB-Britain's
Premier Jazz Rendezvous -100, Oxford
St., W.1., Saturday -Monday Jazz
dancing. This week, special guest
band sessions. Saturday: Crane
River Jazzband, Gallion Jazzband.
Monday: Christie Bros. Stompers,
Dick Bentley Quartet, Neva Raphamlo
at all sessions. Membership s.a.e.. 3/6.

4, Earlham St., W.C.2. Tern. 1762,'
3/4.

NIGHTINGALE MODERN Music
Club. N.22, present the Terry Lakin
Modernists, Sunday, Dec. 9, 7.30-
10.30 p.m.

REFECTORY RESTAURANT.
Golders Green. Dancing every Friday
to HUMPHREY LYTTELTON, 7.30-
11 p.m. Admission 4,-. Meals, light
refreshments, fully licensed. " The
best Jazz in the greatest comfort."

SOUTHALLEANS JAZZBAND. every
Sunday, 3 p.m., West Middlesex Jazz
Club. Hamborough Tavern, Southall.
Buses 607, 120.

SOUTHERN JAZZ CLUB, Leyton-
stone (Central Line), Fridays, 7.30,
Eric Silk's Southern Jazzband.-Val.
7266.

STUDIO 51, 10/11, Gt. Newport St.
STUDIO Si, Leicester Square.
SAT.: Record Counter, '1-4.
SAT,: Johnny Rogers "J.F.M." GTO.
SAT.: Ronnie Ball Trio, 7.30--11.
SUN.: Ronnie Scott Group, 4-7.
SUN.: Jack Parnell's All -Stars.
SUN.: Ronnie Ball Trio. 7.3041.
WED.: Sensational surprise night.

Come and find out what's cooking,
With our SENSATIONAL BOOKING.
Ronnie Ball Trio. Compere: Radio's
Tony Hall.

SURBITON JAZZ CIRCLE. "Bun
Shop." Berrylands Road, Thursday.
Bob Dawbarn's Barnstormers, Brent
Valley Stompers.

THE ALBEMARLE Jazzband are
opening their club at, Southall.

THE LIONS DEN, High St., Sutton.
opening Friday Dec. 14th. Don't
know who will be there yet; but one
thing I do know. no dancing, no
characters, no crew haircuts (I don't
want to fall out with any National
Newspaper).

TOOTING MODERN Music Club,
Thurs., 13th Dec.. " King's Head ";
nearest Tube, Colliers Wood. Les
Simons Sextet. 7.45-10.30 p.m. Mem-
bers. V..: membership 6d.

WEST END CLUB. Albemarle Jazz -
band, -44, Gerrard St., W.1. Friday,
Dec. 7th, 7.45.

ORGANS 6,1. Pee ..rd
FOR HIRE: HAMMOND ORGAN,

MODEL B.-RING: SYDENHAM 6420,
HAMMOND ORGAN, Solovox or

Clavioline wanted. Spot cash. -57.
Mellish Road, Walsall.

NOVELTIES Oct. per cord

DANCE HATS, full fitting, 20/- gross.
samples 2/6. Streamers/Balloons, 21.d.
for lists.-Margrain Carnival Works,
Wallington. Surrey.

Ictetmocc:cnocccictocurcesecanutvostmcmcoctocztetcsocus
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SPECIAL XMAS OFFERS !
Send a deposit at once to secure your Bargain for Xmas

3 only, Ely Trumpets, dance models, as new, with cases. Each
2 only, By Trombones, Dixieland models, without cases. Each
4 only, By Clarinets, Boehm system, 17 keys, 6 rings, wood, com-

plete with case, 6 reeds, and cleaning mop ... ... Each
1 only, Drum Outfits, including 10" x 15" Bass Drum, x4" Side

Drum, and all usual accessories ... ... Each
I Alto Saxophone, artiste's model, gold lac. finish, reconditioned

throughout, low pitch, complete with case
I only, Alto Saxophone, artiste's model, high pitch, in case, good

condition
By Clarinet, Saxophone fingering, covered holes, wood, low

By Cornet, Dixieland model, first class condition, in case ...
/ By Trumpet, Dance model, gold lac., finish as new, in case ...
By Tenor Sax., Buffet, simple system, plated, high pitch, in case
By Soprano Saxophone, Albert, artiste's model, plated, I.p., in case
Piano Accordion, Soprani, 34 -Piano Keys, 36 Bass, with case ...

Cash
£12
£13

£20

£27

£28

£13

£16
£13
£15
£13
£13
£14

Dep.
£3 0
£3 5

£5 0

£6 16

£7 0

£3 5

£4 0
£3 5
£3 15
£3 5
£3 0
£3 10

Mthly
12/1
12;11

19/2

26/7

26/10

12/1

15;/6
12 /1
14 /7
12/1
12 /1
13/9

rosa, Swing World Diaries, limited stocks available, 5/9 each.
Reed Cutters for Clarinet, complete with leather wallet, cannot repeat, 3 /- each.
Reed Cutters for Alto Sax., complete with leather wallet, cannot repeat, 3 /- each.
By Tenor Sax. Reeds, made from selected French cane, in cartons of six, 3 /- per carton.
Nippy. American style Rhythm Brushes with rubber handles, 7 /8 per pair.

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., 8-10, Denman St., London, W.1. GERrard 1649
/4141;WW*14.4.14M410C414WICAM61CICOVCCWMCMCWWWWWICICWWW141

You'll get a Better
BARGAIN from BURNS
Trumpet By, Conn Cavalier, newly gi. 1.p. 19 0 0
Trumpet By, Buescher, so, lo, slide, snit, 15 0 0
Conn Trumpet Bb, s.p. I.p., slide .. .. 20 0 0
Buescher Aristocrat, so, slide, By, Lp... 25 0 0
Hawkes Clipperton It /C Trumpet, Lp.,

1:10, g.l. .. .. . .. . 27 10 0
AM: De Luxe Side Drum Stand. 2 only left 3 10 0

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER. Clearance
of assorted new Cymbals. various sizes and

makes at 51, 7 /6 and 10 i-.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER: PREMIER

BASS DRUM, Black, 28 x 15, £5

Harmony Guitar, ea. hole
Lombardi Goiter, 'Cello .. .. .. 16 10 0
Hawaiian Abbott Victor Guitar, new,

latest model .. .. .. .. 20 0
Hawaiian Guitar, New, Dallas .. .. 8 10
Mount Everest P ;Acc., 41 ;120 /4, stream-

line, 3 couplers and 1 vibrato coupler.. 50 0 0
Bcehm Clar., Ramponi, Lea Bp. o'hauled

ae new .. .. .. .. .. 20 0 0
Selmer Alto Sax, newly g.l., tam., I.e. 50 0 0
Hawkes Clinton Clar., BP, 1.p. .. .. 15 0 0
C.P. Side Dram, snip to clear, 14 0 65 .. 5 0 0
Assorted Trombone Mutes, new, to clear 0 15 9
2 only Berg Larsen Alto M'pieces, as new 3 17 8
Adjustable Alto & Tenor Sax. Stands,

C /Pa new .. .. .. .. 1 10 0
Music Attache Cases, ideal for Xmas gifts 1 2 8

ALEX BURNS LTD.
114, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.1.

GERrard 3796/5183

SAXOPHONE SHOP
JOHN PAUSEY

ALTO SAXOPHONES, L.P.
GOLD LACQUERED, THOROUGHLY RECON-
DITIONED, FULL ARTIST MODELS, DI CASE

Adolph Sax. (Selmer) . 120
Martin.. 140- £50
Adolph Sax. Cigarcutter 637;10,0
Boosey & Hawkes, post-war .. £95
Buescher 145
Messy Silver .. 118

TENOR SAXOPHONES, L.P.
GOLD LACQUERED, THOROUGHLY RECON-
DITIONED, FULL ARTIST MODELS, IR CASE
Hawkes XXth Century 155

Sioma  -   .. £55

Hawkes Regent .. . 1St
New Br tnswick 150
Universal, N.P.
All instruments on 7 days' approval. Part
Exchange, Hire Parchase, Instruments Bought,
Overhauls, Repairs, Silver-plating, Gold Lacqeer-
ing. Saxophone, Woodwind and Brass Repairs

while you wait.
BERG LARSEN MOUTHPIECES : Clarinet,
Alto, Tenor, £4 17s. 64. Post 8d.(: Baritone.

MI 10s. 9d.

156, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2
(Opp. FELDMAN'S, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS)

Phone : TEMple Bar 9919

DINNER SUITS Modern, perfect fitting, ready to wear.
BEST UTILITY Double-breasted 2 -piece DINNER SUITS. Indis-
tinguishable from high-grade dress wear. £11.11.6 post free.
Sizes: 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 Chest (and 38, 40, 42 snort). State height and Waal.
LARGEST Call or send cash with order. IMMEDIATE
STOCKS Satisfaction or money refund guarantee. DELIVERY

J. SHONE, 391, Coldharbour Lane, Brixton,
LONDON, 5.W.9. Brixton 6887

KITCHENS
OF LEEDS

Tenor, Conn, full, lacquered, as new £95 0 C Melody, Conn, L.P., S.P., hill ... £18
Tenor, Rampone, full, lacquered., £35 0 Bass, Buescher, L.P.,Peringold, full £15
Tenor, Selmer, B.A., lacq., as new £95 0 Soprano, Hawkes, L.P., S.P. ... 115
Tenor, Sioma, full, lacq., as new ... £70 0 Trumpet, Piccadilly Zenith, G.L.... £16
Alto, Boosey, Intermediate Pitch, Trumpet, Regent, Rotary ... £15

SLR, lull 0 Trumpet, Beason InternationaLS.P. £25
Alto, Adolphe, L.P., full, S.P. 125 0 Trumpet, Savana, S.P., Rotary £8
Alto, Hawkes, New Century, S.P., Trumpet, Denver, S.P. 112

.

£30 0 Trombone, New Yorker, G.L.,
Alto, Pennsylvania, L.P., G.L., full £42 10 good, 1. bore ... £18
Alto, Buescher Aristocrat, G.L.,full £55 0 Trombone, B.H. Maoris!, G.L.,
Alto, Lamy, L.P., G.L., full ... £32 10 good, I. bore ... £40
Alto, Buescher Truetone, G.L., full £47 10 Trombone, Buescher, S.P., L.P.... £18
Baritone, Selmer, S.P., full, L.P.... £25 0 Drum Kit, complete for Gigs. ... £30
Baritone, York, S.P., full, L.P. ... £30 0 Bass Violin, ideal for Gigs. ... 135

H.P. Terms. Sent on 7 days approval. Full monthly lists.

R. S. KITCHEN LTD.
27-31 Queen Victoria Street, Leeds, 1

Telephone 22222

The "MELODY MAKER"
Deposit Scheme

is designed solely for the convenience of users of our Classified columns.
. We hold cash against approval or safe return of Musical Instrument or Kit, in

the interestof both partes. Send for details, enclosing s.a.e. Nofeescharged.
Deposit Service, "Melody Maker," 96, Long Acre, London, W.C.2.

MINNS of BOURNEMOUTH
THE DEPARTMENTAL MUSIC STORE

Magna BP Trumpet, !P. £8
Dearman Bp Trumpet, 8/P... .. £12
Coon. Alto, Newly G /L, F.A.M. .. 149 1
Rene Gvenot, Alto, 8 ilea perfect .. 135
John Grey, Alto, newly G;L.. 122 1
Conn Cavalier. Tenor, 8;P., perfect .. £42 1
Foote. Tenor. BT., genuine snip .. £29 1
Carlton, Combo D. Kit., new, similed 150
LIAM., Buddy Rich Opel. 8 -drum, 55' 117 1
String Bass, German, Flat Back, Cover £37 1
CO-Operlifiga PIA.. 41 /120. 3 Couplers £55
Soprani P A., 90,120, Coupler .. 129 1
Pancotti P /A., 41 020, Slide Coupler £24
Hawkes Tymps., 28' & 25", perfect pr. 145
Stewart Guitar, 'Cello built. New Ca. £15

AGENTS FOR PREMIER DRUMS I

H.P. TERMS AVAILABLE.
88, POOLE ROAD. BOURNEMOUTH. W.

Telephone: Westbourne 64370 (two lines).

it

LEARN JAZZ
from TOP

AMERICAN
JAZZ MEN
Teddy Wilson (Piano)
Bobby Hackett (Tpr.)
Oscar Moore (Guitar)
Charlie Ventura

(Saxophone)

Here's your chance -the chance of a
lifetime! No matter where you live
through these Postal Courses you receive
the lessons right at your home. Send
for free Brochure and details NOW.
WESCO SCHOOL OF MUSIC LTD. (MM51.
7, ARUNDEL STREET. LONDON. W.C.2

POSRETURNTED BY CURRENT ORCHESTRATIONS
If Yon Go
Dance With 3 Al

Stranger
Once .. .. 3
Lovely Is Evening
Chica Boa
La Beta ..
Always Yon ..
Hey Goodlooking ..
Kissing Bug Boogie 3,8
Confetti .. ..
Who Knows, WI . 8, a
What A Day .. "'"
Heart & Soul
I Wish I Was . 8i8
One Last Walt. .. a at
My Inspiration 1W) ''"
It's Me Again .. 3/eTen Thousand Miles
Moonbeam . .
Blondie .. '

I Won't Cry ..
Do Yon Really Love

Metro Polka ..
Dimples & Cherry
Some Enchanted

Evening
Bali Ha'i _
Younget Than

Spring .. ..
I LoveThe Sunshine
Wonderfal Gay ..
I'm Gonna Wash..
My Liberty Belle ..
Whistlin' Blass ..
Cold Cold Heart ..
Let Me Look .

Ordinary People .

So To Bed.. .

Froety Snowman ..
Vagabond Shoes ..

,3/8

. a

3/-

3/6

3 /-
a ,.". ,
"."

a
". ,

"'". ,
" "

Saving Up For Sally . ,
Takes No Time .. "."
Blow Out Candle .. q i,
White Suit Samba '''
LuIrby0fBroadwaY e !a
Shanty Town (W) "'"
I'll Be Around .. 3i-
Vanity .. .. 3 /-
Ciribiribin On

Mandolin..18 /6
Kies Somebody ..
Longing For You .. a:.
Love Me Little .. "
Tulips & Heather.. ,a
How Can I Leave.. ''
Shanghai .. .. a
You Love Me .. " "
Kentucky Waltz .. . ,,,,
Lightly Come (W) "'"
Beggar In Love . a /6
So Long Sally . "

Memory Lane .. 1
Little Dolly Day 83 /6

Dreams.. -8
Castle Rook .. 3.-
Truly Fair.. ..
Became Of You .. "
Too Young .. . 
I Love A Man .. "'-

S.V.R6E.13ANCES

(6 Titles) .. 5/-
Turkey In Straw
Arkansas Traveller far_
Crackin' Corn .. 3/0
Rake The Floor .. 3/0

Square Dance In -
struetion Book
(with Piano
Music) .. - 518

OPEN ALL DAY G. SCAIITH LTD5, CHARING CROSS ROAD.SATURDAY LONDON. W.C.2. GER. '7241

kcal
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Saxist Coughlan
leads at new
Irish ballroom

DUBLIN ballroom operator Bill
Fuller added still another

jewel to his crown on Saturday,
November 24, when he opened
the new Ballerina Ballroom in
Dublin.

Leading the newly formed
eight -piece Ballerina orchestra is
Joe Coughlan, Dublin saxist with
over sixty Radio Eireann broad-
casts to his credit, and late
leader of the sax section of
Johnny Devlin's Band at the
Crystal Ballroom.

Between them on Saturday
night manager Eddie Downey
and bandleader Coughlan re-
ceived over fifty well-wishing
telegrams from musicians all
over the country.

Teddy Foster and Band were
the first cross -channel visitors,
and scored a great success on
Tuesday, November 27.

DON RICO ENDS
IRISH TOUR

Don Rico and his Orchestra
returned to England on Novem-
ber 29 after playing only one
week of their projected three
months' Irish tour. He had
found the tour to be financially
impracticable.

IFM Secretary Paddy Malone
told the MELODY MAKER: " The
projected tour was too long and
too ambitious-no one has ever
before attempted a 12 weeks'
tour over here."

Opening on November 18 at
Arklow, Co. Wicklow, Don Rico
appeared at New Ross (20th),
Graigue Na Managh (21st),
Courtown (23rd), and the Crystal
Ballroom, Dublin (28th). After
this date Don decided to call it
a day.

SONNY'S OFFICE
Sonny Rose is the latest Bir-

mingham bandleader to open his
own office. He can now be found
at Suite 19. 38, John Bright -street,
Birmingham. in addition to the
West End Ballroom, where he has
just been signed until the end of
1952.

STOP PRESS
Jack Speed, violinist -leader

at the Queen's Hydro, Black-
pool, died suddenly at home
on Thursday evening last
week.

BBC makes drastic cuts in
Northern Variety Orchestra
"A CHANGE in programme commitments " is the reason given

by the BBC for drastic cuts in the personnel of the
Northern Variety Orchestra.

These come into effect on Janu-
ary 22. when the orchestra will
lose not only its present conduc-
tor, Vilem Tausky (who succeeded
Ray Martin only a few months
ago), but also its complete wood-
wind and string sections with the
exception of violin -leader Nor-
man George.

The future of the remainder of
the orchestra, comprising five
saxes, three trumpets, trombone
and rhythm section. is problem-
atical. The boys are all dance
musicians, but the BBC states
definitely that the unit will not
be used for dance band sessions.

Less Variety
The BBC told the " MM " thatin the quarter commencing in

January there will be less Variety
than before in Northern pro-
grammes-hence there will not be
enough work to justify spending
public money on retaining a large
orchestra.

It is felt that it is preferable
to retain the dance section and
add strings and woodwind when
the occasion demands, on a ses-
sion basis, rather than retain a
light orchestral combination and
add scratch sax and brass sections.

It will also be possible to use
small groups from the orchestra
as accompanying units where
required.

Harry Roy opens
new Cheshire Hall
On Friday last. Harry Roy and

his Band played for the gala
opening of the new Civic Hall at
Nantwich, Cheshire, to a picked
assembly of local notabilities.

Arthur Kimbrell has secured
the rights for Saturday dancing
at the new hall, and tomorrow
(Saturday) he will present Smil-
ing Johnny Smith and his Band,
followed by Eric Winstone and
his Orchestra on December 22.

Johnny Smith has just com-
pleted a two-year stint at St.
George's Ballroom, Hinckley, and
opens up in a regular Saturday
berth at the Empire Ballroom,
Loughborough. on the 15th. His
successor at Hinckley is Maurice
Britton and his Orchestra.

f HARTLEY'S
CHRISTMAS NUMBERS My Christmas Wish ITT) .. ., ,,,
Christmas Crackers Medley .. 31- Shine On Harvest Moon (QS) " '''
Nuts & Wine All I Want For Christmas (QS) aleFirst Nowell Walls .. .. ,, ,,, And So To Sleep Again (FT)..
Silent Night .. , . .. " Christmas In Killarney . 3/ -
Jingle Bells (Glenn Miller) .. 4'- Rudolph Red Nosed Reindeer 3/ -
Jingle Bells ,ii Piece) .. .. 3 - Gay Gordon, i6 8) .. .. 31
White Christmas .. .. 4 - Student Lancers .. .. 3, -
Savoy Christmas Medley .. 5 - Over To You Lancers . 6/ -
Frosty the Showman 101 ., 8 Dashing White Sgt... ..1
Vagabond Shoe. i FT) . .
I Believe In Santa (PT) ..

Strip The Willow .... 13'5
Horse Guard Blue (5 5)

Only a Moment Ago (FT) .. Greensleeves Wale .. .. V --

LOCH LOMOND WALTZ MEDLEY
Con: Loch Lomond

Annie Laurie
Will Ye No Conte Back
Skye Boat Song
Coming Thru` The Rye

LATEST POPULAR Nos. 3
While You Daneed Danced (W)
6 Minutes Midnight (WI
Let's Write  Song Together
Treading on Cloud (05)
I Wieh I Woe
With All Heart and Soul
Tell Me Truly (WI
Sleigh Ride for Two 1W)
One Last Walt. With You (W)
My Inspiration (W,
Dimple, and Cherry Cheeks
Metro Polka
I Won't Cry Anymore (SF)
Do You Really Love Me

Oh Marry Me (W)
Lorin' IW)
Cold Cold Heart
Let Me Look At You
And So To Bed
Ordinary People
Saving Up For Sally
It Takes No Time
Longing For You (W)
Love Me a Little (W)
When You Come Horns
Dream Wedding Bells
Moonbeams Q3)
Blondie FT)
Lullaby of Broadway (QS)
Shanty Shantytown (WI
Some Enchanted Evening .. 5:-
I Want To Be Near You (6.8) 5! -
I'll Hold You In My Heart .. 3' -
Castle Rock ..
I ll Be Around .. 3

HARTLEY'S MUSIC STORES LTD

Columbia Gem of Ocean ..
Anthony's Boogie .. .. 4 -
Skycoach ..4 -
Man Can't Live Without Em 3'6
After You've Gone (Gold) .. 3 -
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCES
Turkey In The Straw.. .. 1
Arkansas Traveller .. .1"
Cracking Corn /6
Rake The Floor .. S!6

SQUARE DANCE SEL., 5/ -
Con.: Girl I Lett Behind

Little Brown Jug
While Cockade
Irish Washerwoman
Life Ocean Wave
My Love
She's But a Lassie

Album Square Dances with
- Calls, etc. Piano only .. 5 '5

22, KING EDWARD STREET
LEEDS, I. 'Phone : 25505

CINEPHONIC
EVERYBODY'S REQUEST

COVE'S ROUNDABOUT
(LA RONDE DE L'AMOUR)

From the film "La Ronde"

MORNINGSIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN
DASH MUSIC

A GREAT SONG

BECAUSE OF YOU
BELLE, BELLE, MY LIBERTY BELLE

CAMPBELL CONNELLY

KISSIN' BUG BOOGIE
CONFETTI

WHO
KNOWSFsrquar0etv

e

WHAT A DAY "Rainbow

All these great songs available to club
members. Write now for details, to

Campbell Connelly tTT.
10, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2. TEM. BAR 1653

BEAUTY QUEST

Film star Joan Rice (left) and her producer, Harold Huth (right),
chat with Sonny Rose and his wife at the West End Ballroom,
Birmingham. Occasion was a Midlands Beauty Queen Carnival.

Four Edinburgh bands
hit by music thefts

A T large in Edinburgh is a thief who has been making a rich
haul of the strangest booty. Not money, not goods, but band

parts! He has already raided four ballrooms and decamped with
valuable musical scores.

One of the hardest hit of his
victims is bandleader Tony Fusco,
from whose ballroom in Picardy -
place he made his getaway with
no fewer than 300 parts.

In his 20 years in the business
Tony had built up a library com-
prising 6,000 parts of commercial
numbers and special arrange-
ments. Three thousand of those
parts -1,000 each for alto sax,
trumpet and piano-have now
been stolen.

Making his entry into the hallby way of the front door, the
thief broke open the door leading
to the balcony, dropped 20 feet
from the balcony to the floor and
made his way to the stand where
the parts were lying.

Many of the stolen parts are
Irreplaceable," said Tony Fusco,
" and it is no exaggeration to say
that the library I had built up is
now ruined."Other dance halls In the city
from which band parts have been
stolen are the Leith Assembly
Rooms, the New Dunedin and the
Abbeymount Ballroom. Police in-
quiries are proceeding.

PROVINCIAL PARS
BUNNY BURROWS, one-time

Henry Hall vocalist and now with
Bill Webb at the Princess Ball-
room, Manchester, 21, has 200
back issues of the MELODY MAKER
which he would be glad to send
on to any hospital (or patient)
upon receipt of a postcard.

HARRY CONNOLLY, Manchester
trumpet who recently finished a two
years' run as leader aboard the

Franconia," has now taken over
a grocery business in Stretford.

GUITARIST Bill Randall has left
Mannie Berg's Band at Birmingham
Grand Casino, and is replaced by
accordionist Edgar Klaka from the
Cfmrlie Short Quartet.

VAL DEROSA, ex -Jack Simpson
Sextet, has taken over on bass and
vocals in Lauri Blandford's Band at
Glasgow Dennistoun Palais from
Walter Russell.

BLUE NOTES vocal quartet, com-
prising Cyril Bell, Geoff Laws. Len
Wharton and Francis Wilson, is new
resident with the Newington Orchestra
at Hull in addition to vocalist Don
Holden.

JERRY DAWSON.

MELODY MAKER
INCORPORATING 'RHYTHM'
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AMER LOSES ALTO

TO ROWBERRY
Charles Amer, at the Coatham

Hotel, Redcar, urgently needs analto and tenor saxist to start
almost immediately, Applicants
should 'phone Charles direct at
Redcar 83.

The matter is urgent, since
Charles' altoist is joining Arthur
Rowberry. and his tenor man is
retiring from the profession.

CHAMPIONS

PLAY FIRST
CONCERT DATE

ARTHUR ROWBERRY'S first
concert appearance since his

band assumed professional status
was on Sunday last (2nd) at
the City Hall, Sheffield, which
housed over 2,000 fans for the
occasion.

The " All -Britain " champions
are again in Yorkshire this Sun-
day (9th), when they appear for
Helana Productions at Leeds
Town Hall, with Petula Clark as
guest artist.

Under the same cegis, Roy Fox
and his Band and the Norman
Burns Quinte; appear tonight
(Friday) at Arinley Baths, Leeds,
and Harry Gold and his Pieces of
Eight at Darlington Baths (7th),
Doncaster (8th) and Rotherham
(9th),The Burns group is at the
gaiety Ballroom. Batley, to-
morrow, and on Sunday is at the
Royal Hall, Harrogate, where
Petula Clark will appear in addi-
tion to her Leeds date.

Cyril Stapleton and his Orches-
tra will appear at the Unity Hall,
Wakefield, on December 12, the
Squadronaires at Goole Baths on
the 14th, Humphrey Lyttelton at
the Jubilee Hall, Leeds, on the
15th, and at Hull City Hall on
the 16th.

Traditional Jazz
to be on record
It has now been decided that

for the Scottish " Jazz-Hot and
Cool " programme to be aired on
December 12, the George Scott
Henderson group will handle only
the modern -style numbers, whilst
the traditional music will be
played on records.

David Mylne, of Edinburgh,
Scottish representative of the
NFJO, who was originally called
in by producer Donald McLean in
an advisory capacity, will now
write the script, introduce the
programme, and play records
from his traditional collection.

The reed -man with the Scott
Henderson group is Ronnie
Brown-not Tony Brown as
stated last week.

CHARLES HENESEY, who has
been playing piano and acting as
deputy leader for Gordon Homer
at the Capitol Ballroom, Leeds,
for the past year, is leaving
Liverpool, and after December 3
will be permanently domiciled at
210, Cardigan -lane. Leeds 6.
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MACADAM
TWO-TONE

SHIRT
Style as "Con-
neticut- Cream
with Nigger
Collar & Pocket
flaps.
Sizes 141 to 161

42/6 each

CONNETICUT SHIRT
This famous shirt, superbly tailored
in TAFFETA SPUN. Colours. WHITE,
CREAM, GREY, BLUE, NIGGER,
MAROON. Sizes 1,e1 to 18.

47/.0 each

ZIP FRONT
ALL WOOL

WAISTCOATS
Small check
fronts with Plain
Contrast Edge.
(Made in France.)
Colours: Navy/
Beige, Maroon/
Beige, Brown/
Beige.
Sizes 34, 36, 38

38/6 each

ile ,..,

SHIRTS
cUSTOMMADE

ft6'fitje
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WHITE ON
WHITE

SPEARPOINT
SHIRT

Superbly tailored
in authentic
American Style.
Sizes 14 to 16,1.

(cannot be
repeated)

30/6 each

INITIAL
KNITTED TIE
State initial re -

quired. Maroon,
Navy, Brown,
all with centre
Beige Panel.

10/6 eachPROMPT POST FREE DELIVERY

....).0
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KURTIS SQUIRE SHOPS A

tq
21, MARSDEN SQUARE

OR CALL 1?I

!Ig 10 FOUNTAIN STREET 27, OXFORD ROAD Os
MANCHESTER
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THE HOUSE THAT "JAZZ" BUILT

ANNOUNCES
THE PUBLICATION OF THE

TH "JELLY A

I ROLL"
0

D MORTON0
CONTENTS

,ORed(ReHcooirdpeepdpebrys,

HMV. 910173(
Roll"810173)

BILLY GOAT STOMP
BON0,02

DIXIE KNOWS
GEORGIA SWING (Recorded by"JellyRoll"

Morton's Red Hot Peppers, HMV. 69221)
HONEY BABE
HYENA STOMP
MIDNIGHT MAMA
QUEEN OF SPADES
TOM CAT BLUES (Recorded by Humphrey

Lyttelton on PARLO. R34131

BOOKS 1 and 2 also available
The 3 Books published at 41- each Book

From all Music Dealers or Direct from:

DAREWSKI MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
9-10..NEW COMPTON STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

t.LW DAVIS " in
tune" mutes, are
still tops for brilli-
ance of tone and
snappy appear-
ance. American
style "stone -lining"
gives just that extra
bite in your Per-
formance.

Selmer
114-115 Charing 5 Rd.,

London, W.C.2

I Ili.
GHOST 13(9 -
HUSH La- 29/3
MEGA - 241-
SOFTONE 221- 29/3
REGULAR 131- 20/ -
MULTI 3216 38/6
WOW -WOW 1713 22/ -
CUP 20)- 26(6
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